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Prologue
In front of you lies my master thesis in which I evaluate Roze Stadsdorp Amsterdam, an initiative which
tries to create new social networks for and neighborhood-inclusion between their members. It has been
proven that a substantial part of the LGB elderly community is lonely and/or socially isolated. Roze
Stadsdorp reacts on this growing problem with organizing a large variety of activities for its independent
living members. At the moment of writing this thesis, Roze Stadsdorp had around 700 members of which
200 were an active member as well.
This thesis is written as a finalization of my Master Urban and Cultural Human Geography at
the Radboud University in Nijmegen. Next to that, my thesis will be used as an addition to the VIDI
project ‘Caring for diversity’ of Dr. Roos Hoekstra-Pijpers. This project investigates the consequences
of the decentralization of elderly care for the responsiveness to the care needs of migrant and LGBT
elderly.
While writing my thesis, I received a lot of help of both Dr. Roos Hoekstra-Pijpers and several members
of Roze Stadsdorp. My special thanks goes to Ineke Kraus, founder of Roze Stadsdorp, for her help in
both collecting my thesis data and for giving me insight into their initiative.
I hope you will enjoy reading this thesis.
Milou Joosten
Nijmegen, March 6, 2019.
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Summary
The Netherlands is seen as a long time pioneer concerning the acceptance of the LGB (Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual) community. From the 1960’s onwards, ones sexuality was an important subject on both the
social as the political agenda which makes the Netherlands the most progressive country concerning
LGB acceptance in Europe. But many researchers have a critical note towards this favorable view and
speak of a so called Dutch paradox, meaning that many Dutch LGB’s still cope with social rejection
within society. This phenomenon especially counts for extra vulnerable LGB groups, such as LGB
elderly. The members of this groups have a significant higher risk to stay partner- and childless and of
losing their social network, making them more fragile to become lonely or socially isolated. To oppose
this, several initiatives have been established throughout the Netherlands. One of these initiatives is
Roze Stadsdorp Amsterdam, which tries to create neighborhood-inclusion – a social network which one
can use for informal help or care – and a social network for its members through a wide variety of central
activities and activities on the neighborhood level. This thesis therefore studies whether Roze Stadsdorp
[successfully] creates neighborhood-inclusion between LGB-groups and a greater social network for
individual members and to what extent this initiative helps to reduce loneliness and social isolation
amongst this group. To research this, a mixed method approach – meaning both quantitative and
qualitative research methods – has been applied through two datasets and a focus group. The first dataset
was distributed to all members of Roze Stadsdorp and mainly contained questions concerning their
experiences with both central- and neighborhood activities. The second dataset was distributed amongst
LGB elderly within Amsterdam and contained questions about their familiarity with Roze Stadsdorp.
The focus group was held with several members leading a neighborhood-group and was used to give
more insight in the quantitative results. Through this research design, some interesting results and
conclusions could be derived. Firstly, it showed that members are creating new contacts through Roze
Stadsdorp, but that it is not the type of contact – since it is excluding a significant part of neighborhoodinclusion – Roze Stadsdorp is aiming for. Also, it emerged that the continuity of neighborhood activities
is experienced to a lesser extent compared to the continuity of central activities. The most successful
neighborhood-group is ‘Museumkwartier, Willemsparkbuurt, Apollobuurt and Stadionplein’, and could
therefore be taken as an example to other neighborhood-groups to come with better results as well.
Besides, it turned out to be important to take the immobility of members into account while organizing
activities, wherein especially the reachability of activities is an important factor. Furthermore, it proved
to be difficult – especially for new members – to create new contacts at activities. Lastly, the results
showed that many LGB elderly in Amsterdam are in need of a bigger social network. Although they
know about the existence of Roze Stadsdorp, most of them do not become a member. Through this
research, some interesting theoretical developments can be added to previous research done on social
contacts, -isolation and loneliness of LGB-elderly. In short, Roze Stadsdorp is rather succesful in
creating more social contacts for its individual member, but it still lacks the inclusive character and
5

therefore neighborhood-inclusion between its members. The LGB background of members is an
unimportant factor in hindering neighborhood-inclusion, rather someones education level and age
proved to be important factors impeding neighborhood-inclusion between members. For this reason, the
conclusions and reccomendations made in this research are not only applicable for LGB initiatives trying
to create neighborhood-inclusion between LGB-elderly, but also for other – heterosexual – initiatives
trying to oppose loneliness and social isolation of elderly people. To improve the creation of social
contacts and – especially – neighborhood-inclusion between members, some interesting
recommendations have been created. Some of these recommendations include; creating a more welcome
feeling for new members through appointing buddy’s and the creation of a personal support system,
instigating an even broader variety of activities, creating solutions to overcome mobility issues [e.g
through a transport system for immobile members], organizing informative meetings about how to create
more successful neighborhood-groups, make the website’s forum [for supply and demand questions]
more appealing and familiar for members and, lastly, reinforce both the online- and offline name
familiarity of Roze Stadsdorp in Amsterdam and its environs.
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1.

Introduction

The Netherlands as a country is seen as a long time pioneer concerning the acceptance of the LGB
(Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual) community. 1 From the 1960’s onwards, sexuality has played an important role
in the history of the Netherlands whereby this subject was a priority on both the social as the political
agenda. Due to upcoming emancipation and the sexual revolution in those times, Dutch society partly
abandoned the conservative traditions (Buijs et al., 2013). Research done by the Sociaal Cultureel
Planbureau (SCP) confirms that this pattern continues its way in the contemporary Dutch society. In a
recent report on LGB acceptance (2011), some interesting recent facts are presented on this theme. In
one of these schemes, we can see that over ninety percent of the Dutch population agrees with the fact
that ‘homosexuals are free to live the life they want’, making the Netherlands the most progressive
country in Europe concerning LGB acceptance. The Netherlands also is the most progressive European
country regarding same sex marriage, more adoption possibilities for same sex couples and towards a
possible homosexual premier leading the country in the future (SCP, 2011).
But many researchers have a critical note towards such favorable reports from the SCP
concerning LGB acceptance in the Netherlands. These critics were elaborated in an article from NRC
Handelsblad (2018) wherein Sociologist Laurens Buijs speaks about ‘the Dutch paradox’. He states that
research always shows there is a progressive attitude towards LGB’s in the Dutch society, but the
experiences from many LGB’s show a slightly different pattern wherein this community has always
coped and still copes with rejection within society. This expulsion is unfavorable on various levels, for
example while looking for a job, but especially hinders creating a solid social network (Felten et al.,
2015).
A social network is defined as the notion of all the people with whom one shares a social relationship
(Huberman et al., 2008). It has been researched that people’s social networks varies with age. In an
article of van Beuningen & de Witt (2016), it states that especially elderly people suffer from a shrinking
social network which goes hand in hand with growing levels of loneliness and social isolation amongst
this group. For LGB elderly, this problem is even reinforced by some additional factors. According to
Kuyper and Fokkema (2010), elderly LGB people cope with so called minority stress. With minority
stress, the writers mean certain stressful events which happened because they belonged to a certain
minority group (in this case, the LGB community). In their past, LGB elderly often dealt with prejudices
concerning their sexual preferences, often leading to some negative experiences during their lives. The
current generation of LGB elderly is from a generation wherein homosexuality was seen as a mental
illness and wherein they were openly discriminated in both the law as within society. This so called

In this thesis I will use the term ‘LGB’ instead of ‘LGBT’. This term is chosen for two reasons. Firstly, because
transgenders are not as accepted as lesbians, gays and bisexuals within society. Speaking of those four sub-groups
as one group would therefore be unfair. Secondly, because Roze Stadsdorp primarily (over 95%) contains LGB
members.
1
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minority stress is reinforced by the fact that a great part of the LGB elderly stayed childless and some
even lost contact with their family members, leading to a huge break of their social networks and
increasing social isolation amongst this group.
To oppose loneliness and social isolation amongst LGB elderly, several associations have been
established throughout the Netherlands. A well-known and effective example of such an initiative is
‘Roze Loper’, which tries to attain social acceptance of LGB’s within care homes for the elderly. They
created several educational courses for both the personnel and the elderly inhabitants of the homes to
create a better insight in the problems LGB elderly are coping with as well as accomplishing acceptance
amongst its participants regarding the elderly LGB community within care homes (Roze Loper, 2018).
Even though ‘Roze Loper’ proved to be effective in reducing social isolation amongst LGB elderly
within care homes, it is not in line with the contemporary expectations of the Dutch government and the
initiative will therefore only reach a small percentage of the LGB elderly. Presently, the government of
the Netherlands is increasingly applied by community care wherein the elderly population is encouraged
to remain living independently instead of moving to care homes or retirement homes. This shift is made
possible through various initiatives in the Dutch society, such as the encouragement of informal care
giving by family members or friends and the establishment of the Social Support Act (WMO) 2015.2
All these new arrangements have recently (June 2018) been combined in the program ‘Langer
thuiswonen’ by the Ministry of Public Health, Welfare and Sports (Ministerie van Volksgezondheid,
Welzijn en Sport). In this program, the ministry argues for extended action lists concerning a long and
safe home situation for elderly people. The research done for this report shows that, indeed, a greater
percentage of the elderly people decides to remain living in their original homes. This process is
presented in table 1 below (Rijksoverheid, 2018). Based on the trend of the previous years, the
expectation is that the percentages of independent living elderly will increase significantly over the
following decades.
Table 1 - Percentage of age-groups living independently in the Netherlands
Age group
75+
85+
90+
95+

Percentage living independently
92%
75%
60%
43%

Source: Sociaal Cultureel Planbureau

Naturally, there are also some initiatives in the Netherlands focusing on a part of the LGB community
that is still living at home. One growing initiative is ‘Buddyzorg Amsterdam’, which focusses on
creating buddy’s for socially isolated and lonely LGB elderly. After a recent evaluation of this project,

2

Wet Maatschappelijke Ondersteuning 2015. This is a welfare support system which is coordinated by the municipalities. The municipalities
need to make sure that people are encouraged to live in their own homes as long as possible with the help of various social implementations
such as daytime activities, accompaniment, informal care giving or adjustments in the homes of people whom require physical care (Movisie,
2014).
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it showed that the project still had some inconveniences and therefore was not on the right track in
reducing social isolation and loneliness for elderly LGB’s.
1.1 Research objective and research question
The above described initiatives – Roze Loper and Buddy Zorg Amsterdam – are either not focusing on
the shift in the living situation of LGB elderly or are not effective enough in reducing social isolation
and loneliness amongst the growing group of independently living LGB elderly. Therefore, these
initiatives only reach a small percentage of the LGB community and are, for this reason, less applicable
to ‘solve’ the problem of social isolation and loneliness of the elderly LGB community. As a result, it is
important to evaluate more initiatives which try to reduce social isolation and loneliness and therefore
enlarge the social network of LGB elderly to find out which tools are useful in accomplishing this goal.
In my thesis, I will therefore focus on an initiative which tries to focus on the independently
living elderly LGB community within Amsterdam. The initiative is named ‘Roze Stadsdorp’ and tries
to overcome social isolation of elderly LGB people by means of creating a new social network for them
through the organization of a great variety of activities. Another focus point of Roze Stadsdorp is
neighborhood-inclusion, meaning to create an inclusive community wherein mutual reciprocity has a
high priority. Within Roze Stadsdorp, neighborhood-inclusion means creating a working social network
between members on which one could fall back when they are in need for different forms of informal
help or care. Although the organization is growing continuously and already has over 700 members on
paper, it is still unclear whether the initiative creates more neighborhood-inclusion between the
independent LGB members and which elements could be applied in other places as well. With the direct
help of some (leading) members of Roze Stadsdorp I will study whether this initiative indeed does create
more neighborhood-inclusion and less social isolation amongst its members and LGB elderly living in
Amsterdam and its environs. The research question of this thesis will therefore be as follows;
To what extent does Roze Stadsdorp create neighborhood-inclusion between LGB-groups and a
greater social network for individual members within the city of Amsterdam and to what extent does it
help to reduce loneliness and social isolation amongst this group?
1.2 Scientific and social relevance
Scientific relevance
An increasing percentage of the elderly community within society decides to stay in community instead
of moving to nursing homes. In the US, middle-aged people were asked where they wanted to stay as
they age and around 78% percent of the asked people chose to stay living in their own homes (Morley,
2012). A similar pattern can be found within Dutch society wherein also an increasing percentage of the
people plans to maintain living within community when they grow older (De Boer, 2006). Next to the
fact that an increasing percentage of the population is willing to stay at home, it is also a phenomenon
that is encouraged within the Dutch society (Rijksoverheid, 2018). Naturally, this occurrence might have
a positive effect on the wellbeing of elderly people, but it also has some negative side effects. Scientific
9

and societal debates on ‘aging and place’ often highlight the enlarged chances of social isolation and
loneliness amongst the elderly deciding to live independently (Vasunilashorn et al., 2012; van Halem &
van Haaren, 2016). To overcome social isolation and loneliness amongst independently living elderly
people, it is important to investigate in which way we can prevent this occurrence. Research should
therefore focus on how to prevent social isolation and loneliness amongst elderly people and especially
among elderly people whom are in a more vulnerable position of losing their social network such as,
migrants, poorly educated people and the LGB community.
This thesis, focusing on debates on how to reduce social isolation and loneliness and on how to
enlarge the social networks of LGB elderly, could be a contribution to research focusing on this topic.
By evaluating the working methods of Roze Stadsdorp and the experiences of its members, it will
become clear to what extent Roze Stadsdorp contributes to this debate of reducing social isolation and
loneliness of this vulnerable group of elderly. The interventions of Roze Stadsdorp are probably not only
applicable on LGB elderly, but possibly for all elderly in general as well. They could give insight into
whether the implemented interventions do (or do not) contribute to an improved social network and
could therefore be passed through interventions of all elderly coping with social isolation and loneliness
as well. For this reason, this thesis does not only contribute to the debate of socially isolated and lonely
LGB elderly, but on the debate of age and place for all elderly people in general.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the interventions of Roze Stadsdorp, a mixed-methods
approach is used. This means that both quantitative and qualitative methods are used to evaluate the
interventions. Comparable initiatives have been evaluated at a much smaller level and were mostly of
qualitative nature. This research is extensively elaborated and uses both qualitative and quantitative
techniques to evaluate the effectiveness of the initiative, which makes this research renewing and
original. The contribution to the debate on aging and place as well as the mixed-methods approach used
to evaluate the interventions of Roze Stadsdorp make this thesis relevant contribution to the scientific
field.
Societal relevance
From different corners it is heard that homosexual elderly people struggle with problems of loneliness
and social isolation. Different researchers compared homo- and heterosexual elderly people with each
other to find out whether this was indeed the case (Meerendonk et al., 2003; Fokkema & Kuyper, 2009;
Kuyper & Fokkema, 2010; Movisie, 2015). The results designated that homosexual elderly indeed have
a greater chance to become socially isolated or lonely compared to their heterosexual peers. These
articles also showed that one of the main reasons for this loneliness is the lower social embeddedness of
homosexuals: homosexuals are more often childless, witness more divorces and are therefore more often
living on their own, they maintain less contact with their family members and are not visiting the church
as often as heterosexuals peers. During conversations with the founder of ‘Roze Stadsdorp’, it also
appeared that a great number of contacts within the social network of LGB elderly disappears due to
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sickness and death. To help the elderly LGB-community to restore or to create a new social network,
different initiatives have been set up. The most commonly known initiative is the previously discussed
initiative ‘Roze Loper’, which tries to create safe housing for LGB elderly within care institutions. But
the insistence towards elderly people to live longer on their own instead of moving to care houses, works
out negatively on the social needs and networks of the elderly LGB community. For the people whom
are unable or do not want to move to such care homes, it has great societal relevance to investigate
whether an initiative such as ‘Roze Stadsdorp’ is a good initiative to fight problems of loneliness and
social isolation amongst the elderly LGB community and whether this initiative might as well create a
new social network for and neighborhood-inclusion between the members of Roze Stadsdorp.
1.3 Structure of the thesis
In the following chapter 2, I will further elaborate on the Roze Stadsdorp initiative. Herein, I will focus
on the history of their establishment, their activities and their focus points. At the end of this second
chapter, I will present several sub-questions which have been derived from both the main question as
the working method(s) of Roze Stadsdorp. In chapter 3, the theories and concepts used to support the
research questions are presented. Chapter 4 describes the qualitative and quantitative methods and
operationalizations used to do this research. In the fifth chapter, the result from both the qualitative and
quantitative research will be presented. The last chapter 6 presents the conclusion, discussion and
recommendations based on the research done in this thesis.
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2.

Case Study: Roze Stadsdorp Amsterdam

The case study which is going to be used for this thesis is Roze Stadsdorp Amsterdam, a network for all
50+ LGB people in Amsterdam and its environs. The following chapter will give an insight into the
history and ideas, the members, and the working method of Roze Stadsdorp Amsterdam.3 The subquestions of this research will be presented at the end of this chapter.
2.1 Roze Stadsdorp Amsterdam: History and ideas
‘The social network of elderly LGB people in Amsterdam is shrinking’ was the first thing Ineke Kraus,
the chairwoman of Roze Stadsdorp, told me during our first meeting. An increasing percentage of LGB
elderly in Amsterdam is losing a great part of their social network. Most of them remained childless,
many lost contact with their families and due to physical discomforts, it becomes increasingly difficult
for them to undertake activities outdoors. According to Kraus, the inactivity of this group LGB elderly
leads to social isolation and increasing levels of loneliness. In 2014, she therefore decided to instigate a
‘free of charge’ initiative especially for LGB elderly to compose neighborhood-inclusion and to counter
social isolation and loneliness amongst this group. With neighborhood-inclusion, Kraus (and Roze
Stadsdorp) refers to the composition of a working social network between members on which one could
fall back when they are in need for different forms of informal help or care.
To create an organization, especially established for this group of LGB elderly, Kraus arranged
a meeting for the interested parties. This meeting brought a total of 80 persons together whom were in
one or another way engaged to the topic. Ten of them wanted to join the idea of Roze Stadsdorp
Amsterdam which led to its establishment in April of 2015. The initial idea of Roze Stadsdorp was to
create neighborhood-inclusion between the elderly LGB community living in Amsterdam and its
environs. According to Kraus, there were several ideas in which they could create neighborhoodinclusion. Their first idea was to create a supply and demand forum on their website on which people
with care needs could ask for help and on which care givers could respond. In this way, both social
contacts could flourish and people in need were helped with their care needs. Another idea through
which they wanted to create neighborhood-inclusion was by arranging of a wide variety of activities,
both on the city-level as on the neighborhood-level. On city level, the activities can be joined by every
interested party. Neighborhood activities are especially arranged for the people whom are situated in the
different neighborhoods of Amsterdam. Activities on neighborhood-level are arranged to further evolve
the neighborhood-inclusion between LGB elderly on a district level, which was expected to hold a lower
threshold and which would simplify the accessibility of certain activities as well. Further insight in the

3

The information presented in this chapter is gained from an interview with Ineke Kraus held on the 16th of December 2017
or from the website of Roze Stadsdorp (www.rozestadsdorp.amsterdam.nl). When information isn’t from one of these sources,
it is stated
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activities on both city- and neighborhood-level as well as more information on the supply and demand
forum are exposed later in this chapter.
2.1.1 Members of Roze Stadsdorp
At the start of Roze Stadsdorp, the number of new members grew only steadily. Through word of mouth
and the growing publicity of the Roze Stadsdorp among members of the elderly LGB community, the
organization expanded rapidly from 2016 onwards to a contemporary membership of around 700
members of which around 200 members are active.4 The age range of the groups is scattered from 50 to
85 years, but the greater majority is between 60 and 75 years old. According to Kraus, the gender
diversity is overall equally divided which means there are almost as many male as female members
within Roze Stadsdorp. A greater divide can be found in the educational levels of the members; highly
educated people are overrepresented which creates a skew division in the educational levels of the
members. According to Kraus, these differences in education levels could be an important reason for
elderly LGB people to resign from becoming a member or opt-out of Roze Stadsdorp.
2.2 Supply and demand
One of the core ideas of Roze Stadsdorp is creating neighborhood-inclusion wherein mutual reciprocity
is a key standard. One of the ideas to create adequate neighborhood-inclusion came to be known as the
supply and demand forum. This forum has a special page on the website of Roze Stadsdorp through
which people can post a (care) demand and others, in return, can foresee them in their need when
possible. The idea is that this supply and demand forum consists of mutual reciprocity which means that
this system does not involve any form of payment in forms of money. To utilize this forum, one has to
be a member of Roze Stadsdorp Amsterdam. If you indeed are a member, you can send your (care)
needs or aid services to the board of the forum. They will decide whether your question or aid is suitable
for the forum and subsequently post it on the website. As soon as your question or aid has been posted,
people can react on each other in the hope a match derives from this contact. When this has been the
case, Roze Stadsdorp Amsterdam will distribute the contact information to the engaged parties so they
can get into contact with each other. In table 2 below can be seen how the forum is shaped on the website
of Roze Stadsdorp.

4

In this research, the term LGB instead of LGBT is used. This due to the fact that the number of transgender
members is too small (almost non-existing), making it incorrect to report the results on this group as well.
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Table 2- Example supply and demand forum
Code
Zip code
Question
2018
August 25

Question
2018
August 24

Topic
Explanation of the supply/demand
Singing The Gala Choir is urgently searching for soprano’s.
We contemporarily practice the
Weihnachtsoratorium, which we will stage on the
15th of December. Also we will perform at various
LGBT events with our songs. We rehearse every
Thursday night from 19.45h until 22.00h. We will
start at the 6th of September. We are looking for
experienced choir singers, so you have to audition
before you are accepted within the choir. For more
information, e-mail ......@gmail.com (president) or
www.galakoor.nl.
E-bike Who is interested in joining biking tours (40km+)
tours
every first and third Saturday or Sunday of the
month. Every once in a while you will organize a
biking tour for the applicants. If we are with a
minimum of 4 people, I will organize the first tour.
If you are interested, send an e-mail to
......@gmail.com

Response
-

-

Source: https://www.rozestadsdorp.amsterdam.nl/vraag-aanbod

2.3 Activities and neighborhood-groups
Due to the small number of members in the beginning, Roze Stadsdorp started with arranging activities
on city-level. In the beginning, this consisted of a monthly returning networking event at a local pub and
several varied activities each months. When the number of members grew, the diversity and number of
activities grew as well and led to a broad and varied program of activities. In table 3, you can see the
variety of activities arranged by Roze Stadsdorp on city-level. This table also presents how often these
activities are arranged. For creating this agenda of activities, the different interests of the members are
largely taken into account by the board members of Roze Stadsdorp. This is especially done to keep
every member involved and excited about Roze Stadsdorp.
After a certain amount of time, the number of members grew. This evolution showed that the
members of Roze Stadsdorp were widely spread throughout the municipality of Amsterdam, even
spreading to the surrounding villages and cities. Of course, great progress was made but this also created
certain difficulties concerning the transfer to the different activities. Some members did not have the
possibility to travel for a longer period of time to visit activities from Roze Stadsdorp and so the board
was afraid of a drop-out. This process led to the establishment of the neighborhood-groups within the
Roze Stadsdorp.
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Table 3 - Variety of activities and the organizing frequency
Activity
Frequency
Theme assemblies (readings)
Once every two months
Museum visit with lunch
As often as possible
Movie
Twice a month
Dancing
Once a month
Arranged biking tours
As often as possible
Networking event
Once a month
Play pool
Twice a month
Arranged walking tours
Twice a month
Bridging
Twice a month
Source: https://www.rozestadsdorp.amsterdam/activiteiten/.

The fundamental idea of Roze Stadsdorp is to create neighborhood-inclusion – meaning the creation of
an inclusive community – between LGB elderly, and the foundation of these neighborhood-groups went
hand in hand with this principle. According to Kraus, neighborhood-groups simplified and personalized
the contact between members and it also created a lower threshold towards the requests for help when
needed. In total, there are seventeen neighborhood-groups whom all arrange their own activities to create
more inclusion between LGB elderly in the different neighborhoods of Amsterdam.
2.4 Research requests and sub-questions
As narrated above, Roze Stadsdorp Amsterdam is growing rapidly to probably one of the most
influential initiatives in Amsterdam for the elderly LGB community. A positive realization of course,
but this growth also requires research to find out whether the ideas of Roze Stadsdorp work out in the
expected way concerning the growing LGB elderly community in Amsterdam. To investigate this, this
research is done amongst two groups. Firstly, among the current members of Roze Stadsdorp to find out
to what extent they think the core ideas such as e.g. neighbor inclusion, continuity amongst members, a
great variety of activities and the accessibility of these activities are elaborated well enough in the current
state of Roze Stadsdorp. Summarized, it is important to find out whether Roze Stadsdorp members are
satisfied with the organization and to what extent it lessens social isolation and loneliness amongst the
elderly LGB community of Amsterdam. The second research group is the wider LGB elderly community
in Amsterdam and environs whom are not (yet) a member of Roze Stadsdorp. From this group, the core
question is whether Roze Stadsdorp is visible and commonly known within the elderly LGB community.
In collaboration with Ineke Kraus (chairwoman Roze Stadsdorp Amsterdam) and Roos Pijpers
(Radboud Univeristy Nijmegen), several sub-questions are created to do research on both groups to find
out whether Roze Stadsdorp is counteracting social isolation and loneliness. Underneath, the main
research question can be read as well as the sub-questions created for this thesis.
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Research question
To what extent does Roze Stadsdorp create neighborhood-inclusion between LGB-groups and a
greater social network for individual members within the city of Amsterdam and to what extent does it
help to reduce loneliness and social isolation amongst this group?

Sub-questions
1. How does Roze Stadsdorp give meaning to the idea of neighborhood-inclusion and in what way
does it contribute to a greater social network of independent living LGB elderly?

2.

In what way does Roze Stadsdorp preserve continuity and in what way does it include LGB
elderly with different backgrounds?

3. What are the differences in development between the different groups within Roze Stadsdorp?
4. To what extent are the different activities from Roze Stadsdorp accessible for its independent
living members?
5. To what extent are the Roze Stadsdorp known by the elderly LGB community of Amsterdam and
its environs?

In the next chapter, relevant theories and theoretical backgrounds will be discussed to cover the above
research- and sub-questions.
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3.

Theorizing informal contact in LGB friendly cities

The third chapter elaborates on relevant theories concerning the different sub-questions of this
research. Firstly, the turnout of gay-enclaves within neighborhoods and/or cities will be explained and
how this evolved within Amsterdam. Also, the push- and pull factors for why LGB’s move to urban areas
will be discussed. Secondly, the enhanced risks of social isolation and loneliness of LGB elderly will be
addressed through using the social capital theory. Lastly, different (inter)national initiatives trying to
oppose social isolation and loneliness amongst LGB elderly will be discussed and evaluated to see what
does or does not work to cope with these problems.
3.1 LGB-friendly cities and neighborhoods
The connection between sexual orientation and space has been researched in geography from the late
1970s onwards. Back then, it started with examining so called gay enclaves in the US, mainly focusing
on the growing process of territorialization in certain cities by – primarily – gay men. From the late
1970s, both social and economic opportunities for especially gay men expanded largely within the inner
cities (Lauria & Knopp, 1985). These opportunities made it possible for the gay-community to create
their own urban-neighborhoods. The characteristics of these neighborhood – such as anonymity,
voyeurism, motion and restlessness – played an important role in not just facilitating but also
encouraging a more diverse range of sexual behaviors than those evident in more traditional and rural
communities. Now that gay men were freed from the constraints of rural life, urban dwellers could now
explore new sexual desires and -identities in cities – and neighborhoods – that threw people together
with diverse cultural backgrounds (Hubbard, 2018). Levine (1979) was the first person referring about
such enclaves as a ‘gay ghetto’, stating the following;
“An urban neighborhood can be termed a `gay ghetto' if it contains gay institutions in number, a conspicuous
and locally dominant gay subculture that is socially isolated from the larger community, and a residential
population that is substantially gay''

A famous example of such a gay ghetto or gay neighborhood is the Castro district in San Francisco.
After World War II, San Francisco emerged as the town wherein there were great levels of tolerance
and where the bohemian way of living was accepted. The main reason for this development was related
to California’s liberal state laws on homosexuality, making San Francisco the hotbed for the lesbian and
gay community. This movement, of course, also attracted a greater quantity of LGB’s whom were
fleeing from the more conservatives rural areas around the US. At first, only a small number of bars
were transformed to spaces wherein the gay social network developed. Many of these bars were
concentrated in the Castro district, making this the epicenter of a growing gay neighborhood (Valentine,
2002). Before the Castro district was identified as a gay neighborhood, it had the reputation of a
neighborhood with relatively cheap housing where renovations were possible and a gay lifestyle was
embraced. When an increasing number of gay men moved to this neighborhood, also the commercial
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public facilities – such as bars and shops – changed to anticipate on the needs of this growing community
(Castells, 1983). Now that not only the enclave of gay men was growing in this neighborhood but also
the facilities were adjusted to their needs, the population who did not identify themselves as a part of
the gay community moved to different neighborhoods or were displaced by the gay gentrifiers. The
above described transformation went on for several years and eventually made the Castro district the
site of the city’s first ‘gay pride’ mobilization as well as the first area of the city to return a gay city
official [Harvey Milk] (Hubbard, 2018). This process of gentrification is a clear example of how
territorialization of a certain area is reinforced by an oppressed group such as the gay community
(Knopp, 1992).
Lauria and Knopp (1985) have complemented this research through investigating gay neighborhoods in
both the US and other Western-countries. According to them, the core goal of gay gentrification was a
response to the many years of social oppression and therefore the urgent need to generate zones wherein
the gay identity and -community could flourish. This territorialization was in fact a way to claim both
economic and political power, as well as a way to transform a certain space in a territory wherein gay
values are warranted and the social needs of this community are preserved. This process becomes clear
within the following simple and short quotation from Lauria and Knopp’s (1985) article;
“Gays, in essence, have seized the opportunity to combat oppression by creating neighborhoods over
which they have maximum control and which meet long-neglected needs.”
In more recent research done by Gorman-Murray and Waitt (2009), more critical notes are added to the
debate on gay-friendly – or in more recent literature queer-friendly, due to the increasing diversity within
the LGB(T)-community – neighborhoods. Their research concluded that intergroup contact between
heterosexual and LGB’s is important for establishing trust in the context of sexual difference and is
therefore important for maintaining a positive intergroup acceptance. This intergroup contact happens
through everyday face-to-face contact, thinking of practices like conversing on the street, visiting each
other and mutual participation in neighborhood activities; practices which are more likely to occur whilst
creating mixed neighborhoods. The instigation of more queer neighborhoods will result into more
prejudice against the LGB community. For this reason, local authorities should rather foster cohesion
across sexual difference to create mixed neighborhoods accessible for both LGB’s and heterosexuals.
The perceived positive effects from queer friendly neighborhoods are therefore, perhaps, obsoleted and
are revised by means of emphasizing the importance of mixed neighborhoods to reach intergroup
acceptance.
This more recent view on queer friendly neighborhoods from Gormon-Murray and Waitt does
not contradict the fact that such neighborhoods and – especially – queer friendly cities were and still are
a reason for the LGB community to move to these neighborhoods and cities. Although queer friendly
neighborhoods and cities are not favorable for intergroup acceptance, they are still highly important for
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the formation and positioning of LGB communities as well as for the development of the identities of
LGB people (Podmore, 2006).
3.2 Amsterdam as a LGB-friendly city
The process of territorialization by the LGB community also occurred in many other North American,
Australian and European cities. In the Netherlands, Amsterdam is the most concrete example of a gayfriendly city wherein also territorialization of Amsterdam by the LGB community took place. Similar
to the rise of liberal state laws towards homosexuals in San Fransisco, Amsterdam became the birthplace
of the COC (Dutch association for integration of homosexuals) after the Second World War. From 1946
onwards, COC helped the gays, lesbians, transgenders, bisexuals and the rest of the LGB community to
socially integrate in Amsterdam. The establishment of the COC in Amsterdam made Amsterdam the
first, so called, ‘gay capital’ of the Netherlands and an important reason for LGB’s to move toward this
city (Zebracki & Maliepaard, 2012). The greater part of the gay-scene of Amsterdam was taking place
in the city center, especially the Regulierdwarsstraat and the Zeedijk were famous because of their
extensive gay scene. Because the majority of the gay-scene was taking place in the city center of
Amsterdam, processes of territorialization by the gay-community were mainly happening within the city
center as well. In the map of Amsterdam below, we can see this effect. Around 12 to 18 percent of the
population living in the city center or the 19e eeuwe gordel is considered as LGB. In general, we can
state that the further you move from the city center, the lower the percentage of LGB people living in
the neighborhood is (Nieuwenhuis, Janssen & Bosveld, 2009).

Note that these percentages
also consist of same sex
households wherein the two
residents are not in any
romantic relationship with
each other (e.g. two samesex roommates sharing a
flat together).

Photograph 1 - Estimated percentage of LGB’s in each neighborhood of Amsterdam.
Source: Municipality of Amsterdam, 2009
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Apart from the growing gay-scene in the city center from the 1960’s onwards, Amsterdam was also seen
as the ‘gay-capital’ for several other reasons. For instance, Amsterdam organizes one of the biggest gay
prides of the world known as the Canal Parade. Also, Amsterdam was the first city outside the US to
organize the Gay Games (LGB sports event) and as well was the first city wherein the first gay-marriage
in the world was executed. Lastly, the liberal character of the city and the increasing tolerance towards
the LGB community made Amsterdam a perfect example for other gay-friendly cities such as New York,
San Francisco, London, Tel Aviv and Cape Town and therefore a pioneer as an internationally famous
Gay City (Zebrackie & Maliepaard, 2012).
The growing gay-scene and the territorialization by LGB’s within the city center of Amsterdam, made
Amsterdam a safe haven for LGB’s from the rest of the Netherlands. We have to admit that Amsterdam
is not as gay-friendly anymore as it used to be; the previous ten years Amsterdam coped with negative
announcements concerning LGB friendliness, primarily related to gay bashing – open violence against
LGB’s because of their sexual preferences – in different places within Amsterdam (Zebrackie &
Maliepaard, 2012). This does not take away the fact that Amsterdam used to be one of the most important
Dutch cities wherein the LGB community could flourish and therefore was a an important pull-factor
for LGB’s living all across the Netherlands. Next to this phenomenon, there are also some other
important push- and pull factors for why LGB’s moved to urban places such as Amsterdam. Both these
push- and pull factors will be discussed in the following paragraph.
3.3 Push- and pull-factors; rural flight towards urban areas
In various international publications, reasons are named for why members of the LGB community leave
rural areas for a new life in the urbanized world. These reasons can be divided into push-factors (why
to go away from the rural areas) and pull-factors (why to come to urban areas). An important push-factor
for the LGB community to leave the rural countryside can be found in the hetero normativity which is
dominantly expressed within these areas. Hetero normativity means that heterosexuality is seen as the
norm and every other form of sexuality is seen as ‘different’ and is as well mirrored to this norm of
heterosexuality. Research shows that this hetero normativity is relatively more present in rural areas
compared to urban areas (Little, 2002). In research done by Little (2002), the presence of hetero
normativity is showed through several social projects which are exposed in the media. One of the
examples is the television program ‘Bachelor’s Balls’, wherein a farmer is looking for a wife whom is
going to be his right hand on his farm. The program is embracing the conventional roll-patterns between
men and women, and is also intensively showing that the hetero normative identity is – still – the most
dominating identity in rural areas. This program is also presented on the Dutch television, called ‘Boer
zoekt vrouw’, which has as similar realization as Bachelor’s Balls. Although the normative identity in
rural areas is fading a little over the years, this is still one of the most important reasons for the LGB
community to move from rural- to urban areas.
Another push-factor is the fact that homosexuals are often seen as stereotypical figures within
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rural areas. In rural areas, traditional norms and values are assured more than within urban areas. This
traditional view in rural areas makes certain steps during the youth of LGB’s more difficult, especially
during their high school period. LGB’s in rural areas often feel more isolated and lonely because less or
no peers can be found in these areas. Therefore, many LGB’s decide to move to urban areas after high
school to meet people with similar (sexual) backgrounds (van den Broeck, 2012).
Next to push-factors from the rural areas, there are also certain pull-factors for LGB’s to move to urban
areas. Probably the most important pull factor for LGB’s to move to urban areas is the fact that cities
function as a place where a strong LGB identity can be prevailed. As explained before, gayneighborhoods are often formed within cities and frequently strengthens the LGB identity. The LGB
identity is as well formed through the possible presence of suppression of LGB’s within cities. This
suppression leads to solidarity within the community and creates resistance towards the dominant
heterosexual identity. This ‘them’ and ‘us’ thinking of course is not positive for the public interest,
although it does create more in-group solidarity and thus a more solid LGB identity.
Next to the presence of a more dominant LGB identity within cities, the LGB dating market in
urban areas is also an important pull-factor. In rural areas, it is more difficult for LGB’s to find a life
partner. In the city, this is easier due to the larger presence of other LGB’s. People from the LGB
community are often just as eager to find a life partner as their heterosexual peers. Therefore, it is a
rational step for them to move to urban areas to become part of this larger LGB community and to try
and find a life partner (van den Broeck, 2012).
The above push- and pull factors are probably the most important reasons for LGB’s to switch their rural
towns for a new city life wherein they can live in a more comfortable environment to unravel their
(sexual) identity. In the Netherlands, Amsterdam – together with cities as Nijmegen and Utrecht – were
and still are the most important ‘regenboogsteden’ (in English: LGBT Cities or Rainbow Cities) in the
Netherlands, creating tangible LGB policies and an LGB-friendly climate for both LGB and
heterosexual inhabitants. The push- and pull factors are therefore mostly applicable on such cities and
do explain why LGB’s from across the country decide to move towards such ‘regenboogsteden’.
3.4 Social isolation and loneliness among LGB elderly
The rural flight towards Amsterdam and other urban areas – as explained in the previous paragraph –
has been going on from the 1960s onwards. This ascent also means that an increasing amount of this
group is aging, which means a growing percentage of the LGB community in Amsterdam is reaching
an age above 55 years. This trend is presented in the graph underneath, showing the age-division of the
LGB-community in Amsterdam in 2009.
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Graph 1 - Age division of LGB-community in Amsterdam in percentages (2009)

male

female

Source: Municipality of Amsterdam, 2009

In graph 1 it is shown that around 33 percent – around one third – of the LGB-community in Amsterdam
was above 55 years of age in 2009. While the young LGB community is often a very present group
within society, the elderly LGB, on the other hand, is a rather invisible and introverted community.
According to various research, a great percentage of this growing group struggles with loneliness and
social isolation after the age of 55. Early research done by Schuyf (1996) shows us the concrete facts
upon the relation between LGB elderly and loneliness; around 20 percent of the elderly gay-men and 40
percent of the elderly gay-women reported that they regularly coped with loneliness and social isolation.
More recent research still confirms this pattern; the elderly LGB community is significantly more
socially isolated and lonely compared to their heterosexual peers (Kuyper & Fokkema, 2010; Van
Beuningen & de Witt, 2016).
The most common reason used in research to explain these higher levels of loneliness and social
isolation amongst this group, is a lower social embedding of the elderly LGB community. This lower
social embedding of the elderly LGB community is often explained by the absence of a significant
amount of social capital. Theories on the importance of social capital have been researched many times.
Especially researchers like Granovetter (1973), Bourdieu (1986), Coleman (1988) and Putnam (2000)
have done quite some research on this theme. Social capital refers to the different features of social
organization, such as norms, social trust and mutual reciprocity. These concepts are necessary to build
a confident social network.
Within the social capital theory, two forms of social capital can be distinguished; formal (e.g.
work) and informal (e.g. family and friends) social capital. While a formal social network is often very
important during a person’s younger years (<50), the importance of the informal social network grows
significantly over the years. It is this informal network that is often considerably smaller within the
elderly LGB community compared to the informal network of their heterosexual peers. There are several
reasons to clarify this difference. The first reason is because LGB elderly are more likely to remain
partner- and childless (Schuyf, 1996; Shippy et al., 2004). Some of the LGB elderly had a heterosexual
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marriage which often ended in a divorce and, besides, often remained childless. The ones who did not
marry had an even bigger chance to remain childless. Furthermore, it was also more difficult during
those times to find a partner of the same sex because of the stigma lying upon homosexuality and sexual
diversity. For this reason, sexual relationships were more often cursory and superficial instead of a
thorough relation (Fokkema & Kuyper, 2006). Secondly, LGB elderly often have less solid relations
with their family members and children (Schuyf, 1996; Shippy et al., 2004). A significant part of the
LGB community decided to never inform their family about their sexual orientation, often leading to
weak family ties. The part who did have the courage to inform their family, mostly were told – often
due to ignorance of the family – to suppress their feelings and were forbidden to carry out same-sex
relations. Many of those LGB elderly chose to move towards urban areas to develop their (sexual)
identity. Although this had many benefits for their self-development, it often resulted into less staunch
or even the lack of any family relations. These family relationships might have not been very important
until they reached the age of around fifty years, but when one grows older there is an increasing chance
of body discomforts, illnesses, loneliness or social isolation whereby people often rely on their children,
siblings or other family members. Now that the great majority of LGB elderly does not have such a
social safety net, the chance to become socially isolated or lonely becomes significantly larger (Fokkema
& Kuyper, 2006). Lastly, it is plausible that LGB elderly are more likely to not participate in social
activities as often as their heterosexual peers. There are several reasons to support this phenomenon.
Generally spoken, LGB elderly have an increasing chance to end up without a partner. A partner often
creates an effect of social integration. It is much easier to participate in social activities with a partner
because the threshold of visiting such activities is much lower compared to visiting social activities on
your own (Dykstra & de Jong, 1999). Also, the level of comfort with fellow LGB group members
reduces because the gay-scene often focusses on ones appearances and the younger generation (Schuyf,
1996). Feeling comfortable with heterosexual peers is frequently hindered as well, because their
(grand)children are often an important and frequently discussed subject. LGB elderly are likely to feel
uncomfortable in joining such conversations because they are unable to take part in it due to the absence
of (grand)children of their own (Galesloot, 2003). Also, heterosexual elderly are commonly more
negative towards the LGB community and prefer to retain the (heterosexual) conservative norms and
values within society (van de Meerendonk & Scheepers, 2004). This feature culminates in anxiety and
the deficiency of rejection within the elderly LGB community and, logically, dissuades them to make
contact with heterosexual peers.
In the Netherlands, various initiatives have been developed to counteract social isolation and loneliness
amongst LGB elderly. Some significant initiatives will be discussed in the following paragraph,
addressing the methods of these initiatives as well as its effectiveness.
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3.5 Initiatives opposing social isolation and loneliness
Dutch initiatives
‘Buddyzorg Homoseksuelen’ in Amsterdam
The buddy project, founded by the Schorerstichting, has a focus on homosexual elderly with both
physical and mental issues. The main purpose of this buddy-project is creating a new social network,
social participation and social self-reliance for homosexual elderly in Amsterdam. For around six
months, an elderly homosexual person is coupled to a trained volunteer – also with a homosexual
background – to strive towards a greater social network and more social participation. The buddy’s are
trained to indicate (gay) activities in the neighborhood and also join these activities together with their
client. The expected outcome of this approach is that clients would eventually participate in the activities
on their own, without the help of their buddy. Unfortunately, the outcome was not as expected. After
some evaluation, the founders of the buddy-projects concluded that it is extremely challenging to
mobilize clients towards social participation. Many clients have mobility problems or simply do not
have interest in social participation. Therefore, the buddy-project mainly contained indoor-activities
such as playing games, watching television or drinking coffee. Activities outside the house of the client
mainly focused on the purpose of ‘being outside for a while’, which resulted in visiting a café or a walk
through one of the parks in Amsterdam. Unfortunately, the evaluation of the project therefore resulted
in a rather negative outcome towards reducing social isolation and loneliness amongst most of the
participating clients. Fortunately, the founders of the project weren’t discouraged by this outcome and
are working on a new fulfilment of the buddy-project. They are even planning to expand the project
towards other cities within the Netherlands. The improvement of the project focusses on (Fokkema &
Van Tilburg, 2006);
-

Improve the training of the buddy’s;

-

Traversing responsibility towards the Schorerstichting to preserve qualified buddy’s;

-

Create ‘social activity maps’ to simplify the step toward outside activities in the different
neighborhoods of Amsterdam;

-

Preserving the same buddy’s. Quick buddy changes can result into a relapse of the client, leading
towards an even more socially isolated and lonely life. While selecting the buddy’s, their
seriousness should be taken into account to prevent this problem.

Similar projects have been instigated around the Netherlands, focusing on the assemblage of buddy’s to
overcome social isolation and loneliness amongst LGB elderly. An example of such a project can be
found in Rotterdam, instigated by the Catholic association ‘Mara Projecten’. The project is called ‘Roze
maatjes’ and also forms buddy’s between elderly and younger LGB’s within the city. While the buddy
project in Amsterdam has difficulties with the maintenance of buddy’s, ‘Roze maatjes’ even has
problems with finding a (suitable) buddy in the first place. Both projects thus show that finding and
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maintaining suitable buddy’s is the main concern in such initiatives and is the key focus point when
such a projects wants to become successful.
Roze Loper
When LGB elderly end up in care homes, their social situation often becomes more difficult. Fearing
discrimination, many LGB elderly dread to emerge their sexual orientation. Therefore, the chances to
become socially isolated and/or lonely in care homes are even bigger because LGB elderly preserve the
feeling they have to hide their sexual orientation. To counteract such an abased situation for LGB
elderly, Roze Loper was conceptualized by the action group ‘Roze 50+’, an organization striving for
improved

living conditions for LGB elderly. Roze Loper is an intervention focusing on social

acceptance of sexual- and gender diversity in care and welfare. The intervention tries to stimulate a
positive attitude towards LGB elderly by their heterosexual peers. Besides, Roze Loper is trying to create
more sincerity towards (sexual) diversity as well (Movisie, 2016).
The intervention comprises four phases. When these phases are finished successfully, the
organization receives a Roze Loper certificate, meaning they are officially seen as a friendly
environment for LGB elderly. The four phases the organizations need to go through, are as follows;
1. The activating phase
Care organizations are approached by Roze 50+ ambassadors – volunteers dedicating for the
emancipation of LGB elderly – whom are trying to convince the management to join the Roze
Loper program. Of course, the care organization could contact the Roze 50+ as well. After some
conversations about the state of affairs at the care institution, a tolerance scan is held to clarify
the level of tolerance concerning sexual diversity inside the particular care organization.
2. The preparing phase
The outcome of the tolerance scan forms the basis for a strategy towards a more tolerant
environment regarding sexual diversity. This strategy is used as a guide toward the final goal; a
Roze Loper certificate.
3. The implementation phase
The management is applying the formed strategy into their care organization. Roze 50+ has
created a so called toolkit, a register wherein example activities are merged concerning LGB
awareness and amusement of both LGB as heterosexual elderly. Some of the activities are also
created for the staff members of the organization so their tolerance towards sexual
diversity will be invigorated as well.
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4. The evaluation and trajectory phase
The Roze Loper is a continuing process, ending at the moment when the certificate is gained by
the particular care organization. The ambassadors will – together with the management of the
care organization – regularly host or organize activities for both the inhabitants and the
personnel to maintain the attained results. Every three years, a recertification is organized to
check whether the organization still suffices the demands for the Roze Loper certificate
(Movisie, 2016).5
In 2016, Movisie evaluated the Roze Loper program. The results were primarily positive and knowledge
acquisition and awareness towards sexual diversity showed to be of great importance for creating a LGB
friendly climate in care institutions. Several important conclusions came forward after this evaluation.
Certificated care institutions ascertain a growing LGB population in their homes, while non-certificated
organizations still have an intolerant climate towards LGB elderly. Besides this positive effect, both
heterosexual and LGB elderly in the certificated care organization experience – more than before the
certification – feelings of safety, acceptance, tolerance and solidarity. Lastly, the integral approach as
well as the follow-up activities of the Roze Loper are successful for creating and maintaining tolerance
towards LGB elderly in care institutions.
Although the above discussed evaluation primarily gives positive feedback on the approach of Roze
Loper, other sources claim an opposite effect of the project. They speak of a so to say ‘symbolic
improvement’, stating that the focus indeed lies on creating LGB acceptance through interactive
activities, but that this is only acceptance in disguise or just acceptance for a brief period of time (Kluit,
2016). When a policy officer leaves a care home, the situation often changes negatively. Sometimes, it
even changes back to how it used to be. The following quotation by a resident of a certificated care
home portrays this effect:
‘The policy officer did a lot with us and for us. She had a lot of contacts, also outside the care home.
But when she left us, everything we built up collapsed.’
This quotation from a resident shows us a totally different effect of ‘Roze Loper’. Although this resident
shows some inconvenience with the project, she also nuanced her statement through the following
quotation:
‘But when this policy [concerning the acceptance of LGB elderly in care homes] disappears, this will
be a deficiency for a lot of people. Do not misunderstand me here.’

5

More information on the trial towards the Roze Loper certificate can be found in the Movisie Report (2016),
Evaluation of the Roze Loper.
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These two nuances from a resident show us that ‘Roze loper’ could need some improvement in
maintaining the attained effects in care homes, but that the initial idea is successful to counteract social
isolation and loneliness amongst LGB elderly within care homes of the Netherlands.
Initiatives abroad
Opening Doors London
A rather successful organization abroad, trying to counteract social isolation and loneliness amongst
LGB elderly, is the Opening Doors project in London. This project has the largest overlap with Roze
Stadsdorp and handles a quite similar approach to create a greater social network for LGB elderly.
Opening Doors London (ODL) is the biggest charity in both London and the UK providing both
information and support services for older LGB people in the UK. Besides, the organization provides
specialist trainings for statutory and voluntary organization (such as care homes and hospitals) to help
them understand the needs of LGB elderly. The membership is free and open for anyone who identifies
themselves as over 50 years of age and as a part of the LGB community. The members receive a monthly
bulletin filled with information and listings of (pink) activities around the capital to create a greater
social network for the LGB elderly community (Opening Doors, 2018). Due to the societal relevance of
the Opening Doors project, it is subsidized by the governmental organization Big Lottery Fund UK
which funds projects and activities that make communities stronger and more vibrant. The Opening
Doors project can be seen as an example; The project appeared to be very successful in preventing social
isolation and loneliness among LGB elderly in London wherein almost all members enlarged their social
network and contacts with the help of Opening Doors London. The success factor of this project
probably has to do with the many services they provide to create social-opportunities, -support and
information as well as close one-to-one assistance in accomplishing this. The variety is huge and the
services they provide comprise social events and activities, befriending services, keeping people in touch
via newsletters and specially formed information teams that provide each individual member with the
required information to create a new social network. In this way, every individual is helped in a way
that fits their needs so that everyone can gain profit from joining this project (The Guardian, 2011).
3.6 Conceptual framework
Figure 1 shows two conceptual frameworks – framework a and b – which give more insight in the
structure of this thesis. The first conceptual framework a models the problems LGB elderly are coping
with and as well provides the background to this thesis. The second conceptual framework b models the
solution to these problems introduced by various (inter)national organizations. For both frameworks, I
will shortly elaborate on the indicated relations.
Framework a shows the relation of how LGB elderly in cities have less neighborhood-inclusion
and are more likely to become socially isolated or/and lonely. From the 1960’s onwards, a growing
group of LGB’s moved towards gay-friendly cities such as Amsterdam (Little, 2002). During the years,
this group aged leading to an increasing group of LGB elderly in gay-friendly cities. As research shows,
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LGB elderly are more likely to lose their social network compared to their heterosexual peers due to the
fact they have greater chances to remain partner- and childless or to lose contact with their family
members (Schuyf, 1996; Kuyper & Fokkema, 2010; van Beuningen & de Witt, 2016). This phenomenon
makes the LGB elderly community extra vulnerable to issues related to a decreasing individual social
network such as social isolation and/or loneliness and to decreasing neighborhood-inclusion between
individuals.
Various initiatives have been instigated to report these problems LGB elderly cope with. All the
initiatives elaborated in this report have a main focus on improving the social network of LGB elderly.
These (inter)national concepts – Buddyzorg homoseksuelen, Roze loper and Opening doors London –
have all been evaluated by an extern party. From these evaluations, various interventions were evaluated
positively, meaning they were (rather) successful in creating a greater social network for LGB elderly
and therefore in decreasing social isolation or/and loneliness and in improving neighborhood-inclusion
as well. As one can see in framework b, a total of eight interventions have been evaluated positively.
Three of these interventions are also addressed in the contemporary program of Roze Stadsdorp, namely
providing a great variety of activities, providing relevant information on – mainly – planned activities
via a news bulletin to its members and creating activities with fellow LGB elderly. The other five
successful interventions are not or covered within Roze Stadsdorp. With the help of this thesis, we will
find out whether the contemporary program of Roze Stadsdorp covers enough interventions to make it
a successful initiative improving the social network of LGB elderly.
3.7 Evaluation Roze Stadsdorp; an organization to prevent social isolation and loneliness?
Just as the initiatives discussed in paragraph 3.5, Roze Stadsdorp similarly is an initiative which tries to
counteract social isolation and loneliness amongst the LGB elderly. Despite the continuing growth in
the number of members of Roze Stadsdorp, the project has never been evaluated properly in a way the
previously discussed projects have been evaluated. Evaluation also becomes increasingly important
because the elderly LGB community in Amsterdam is growing rapidly. This research and the provided
answers on the previously formulated research (sub-) questions will help to evaluate Roze Stadsdorp
and give directed advice in what way the project could implement improvement. Both qualitative and
quantitative research will be used to evaluate Roze Stadsdorp. The methods used to accomplish this will
be discussed in the following chapter 4, followed by chapter 5 wherein both the qualitative and
quantitative result will be presented.
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Figure 1: Conceptual framework
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5. Provide personal support
6. Great variety of services
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7. Provide information (e.g. newsletter)
8. Activities with fellow LGB elderly
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4.

Methodology

In this chapter the methodological approach from this research is explained. In the first paragraph, an
outline of the used methods will be addressed. The second paragraph contains the operationalizations
which resulted in the questionnaire- and focus group questions. The last paragraph, paragraph 3,
describes the exact methods which will be used to analyze the data.
4.1 Methodological approach; description of the research design
Within this thesis, the research purpose is to find out whether Roze Stadsdorp is successful in creating
neighborhood-inclusion and a greater social network between LGB elderly within Amsterdam. Another
core purpose of this research is to find out whether the initiative is successful in reducing loneliness and
social isolation amongst this same group. To research this, a mixed methods design will be used, which
means that both quantitative and qualitative techniques are used to give a suiting answer on the research
question. This approach is chosen because both techniques can complement each other; it can create a
more integral view of reality (De Boer, 2006). With the help of a mixed-methods approach, a
questionnaire will be used to cover the members view on Roze Stadsdorp. Additionally, a focus group
with the executive members and the board of Roze Stadsdorp will give a more detailed insight into the
approach of the organization. The expectation is that the outcomes of both questionnaires and the focus
group will complement each other and give a clear image on whether Roze Stadsdorp is successful in
creating a bigger social network and less social isolation and loneliness amongst LGB elderly. Also, a
shorter second questionnaire is spread within the wider LGB elderly community of Amsterdam.
Although the response on this questionnaire is small, it still gives us insight in the familiarity with Roze
Stadsdorp in Amsterdam and its environs and will therefore be an important supplement on the mainquestionnaire and the focus-group.
As already said, both a questionnaire and a focus group will be used within this research. The
reason to go for a focus-group instead of an individual interview has several reasons. Firstly, because a
focus-group enables you to get insight in ideas and feelings from persons on the same phenomenon.
Besides, a focus-group often consists of seven to ten persons whom are selected on the grounds of
corresponding characteristics which are related to the research (Verschuren en Doorewaard, 1995).
Because the executive members of Roze Stadsdorp are handling the same phenomenon and have the
same characteristics, namely leading one of the neighborhood-groups in Amsterdam, a focus-group is
seen as the best design. Especially because it stimulates the participants to form or change their answers
on certain questions or in discussions after hearing ideas of other participants, which will give the
researcher the best possible answers on their research question(s) (Van Assema et al., 1992). More
precise explanation on the methods – the questionnaire and the focus-group – will be discussed in the
two following paragraphs.
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4.1.1 Questionnaire
The first part of the data collection is done through two questionnaires which were both distributed
amongst its population on the 27th of May 2018. The first – major – questionnaire (now referred to as
questionnaire 1) was distributed to all the members of Roze Stadsdorp whom were registered with a
working e-mail address. The questionnaire focused on several topics, concerning the backgrounds of the
members, their experiences with both the central- and neighborhood activities, their view on the supply
and demand forum and some overall opinion questions on Roze Stadsdorp. The complete questionnaire
can be found in Appendix B2a. The questions are mainly formed by myself, in close collaboration with
the chairwoman of Roze Stadsdorp, Ineke Kraus, and thesis supervisor Dr. Roos Hoekstra-Pijpers. The
second questionnaire (now referred to as questionnaire 2) was also in close collaboration with both
women, and was distributed amongst LGB elderly within Amsterdam. The distribution of this
questionnaire was done by Gert Hekma, a former professor at the University of Amsterdam in the
department of Sociology and Anthropology, whom is specialized in gay and lesbian studies. Through
his years as a University professor, he composed a big data base with LGB’s around the Netherlands.
This database was filtered, leading to a database with Amsterdam-based 50+ LGB elderly. Eventually,
the questionnaire was distributed amongst this group. The main focus of this questionnaire was to find
out whether the respondents (1) had the urge to meet more LGB elderly in Amsterdam to enlarge their
social network and whether they (2) knew about the initiative Roze Stadsdorp as a tool to create a bigger
social network for themselves. The complete questionnaire can be found in Appendix B2b.

Questionnaire 1
For this questionnaire, all members of Roze Stadsdorp were notified via an e-mail. Also, their monthly
bulletin contained an appeal for the members to participate in this research. In total, around 700 members
were approached to fill in the questionnaire. A total of 244 members ‘completed’ the questionnaire
which creates a response rate of 35 percent. The questionnaire consisted of a total of 30 questions which
were divided in several blocks, namely:


Background questions; e.g. the gender, age, education level and the living situation of the
respondents



General questions about Roze Stadsdorp; e.g. why they became a member, how many times
they visit activities and their general rating on Roze Stadsdorp.



Questions on the central activities; e.g. which activities they visit and like, whether it lacks
certain activities and whether it is easy to meet new people at activities



Question on neighborhood activities; e.g. if they visited – and if so, which – a neighborhoodgroup, how they rated them and suggestions for the group.



General questions; e.g. on whether they used the supply and demand forum, if the activities are
accessible and the influence of Roze Stadsdorp on their social network.
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Which questions from the questionnaire are used for which research sub-question, will be addressed
later in paragraph 4.2.2 and in table 5.
Questionnaire 2
The exact number of approached people for this questionnaire is unsure. Also, Gert Hekma could not
give an answer on this question. The total response of this questionnaire was 48 respondents, but due to
the lack of insight into the total population, a response rate could not be formed. Due to the unknown
size of the population and the – presumably – low response, the overall reliability of this questionnaire
is lower. However, it does enable us to create an interesting insight in the awareness of LGB elderly in
Amsterdam on the existence of Roze Stadsdorp. The questionnaire was relatively short, consisting of
only eight questions. The two blocks within this questionnaire are as follows;


Background questions; e.g. the gender, age, education level and the sexual preference of the
respondents



Questions on social network and their familiarity with Roze Stadsdorp; e.g. the size of their
social network, if they want and know how to get in contact with LGB elderly and their
familiarity with Roze Stadsdorp Amsterdam.

The exact response of the research population – thinking of the response per background characteristic
– will be handled in the paragraph on the operationalizations, following later in this chapter.
4.1.2 The focus-group
The focus group was held with 8 executive members of Roze Stadsdorp, coordinating the following
neighborhood-groups of Roze Stadsdorp;


Centrum Oost



KNSM eiland, Zeeburg, Cruqiuseiland en Wittenburg Entrepotdock



Noord en Landsmeer



De Pijp en Rivierenbuurt



Buitenveldert en Amstelveen



Indische buurt, Amsterdam Oost, Middenmeer



Amsterdam Zuid (Museumkwartier, Willemsparkbuurt, Apollobuurt and Stadionpleinbuurt)



Amsterdam Zuidoost (Bijlmer, Venserpolder, Gaasperdam en Driemond)

The total length of the focus-group was 70 minutes. The script of the focus-group can be found in
Appendix B1.1. In general, the questions asked within the focus-group focused on the same topics as in
the questionnaires, but tend to dive a little deeper in the answers. The respondents were able to give their
opinion on the ideas of Roze Stadsdorp and had the opportunity to clarify the given answers. In
paragraph 4.3 the content of the focus-group will be further discussed.
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4.2. Quantitative operationalizations
4.2.1 Explanation of the used data
As already explained, two different datasets on two different populations have been used to answer the
sub-questions. The first questionnaire was sent to the members of Roze Stadsdorp, which means that
700 members were notified about the questionnaire. In total, 244 completed the questionnaire of whom
225 also had valid scores on all questions. The gross response therefore is 35 percent, but the actual net
response comes down on 32 percent. Beforehand, we expected that certain groups would be overrepresented within the population, especially within the education levels of the members. This outcome
was expected because the great majority of the members has obtained a high education level. In table 4
you can see how the different respondents are represented within the different backgroundcharacteristics. We can see that the division between male and female respondents is even. Such a
division can also be found in the variable ‘age’. Only the ‘75+’ group is under-represented and the group
between ’67 and 74’ is clearly the biggest group. The financial situation of the respondents shows a
division wherein almost nobody (only 4%) has a ‘bad’ financial situation. People with a ‘very bad’
financial situation are not found within this sample. The vast majority therefore has an average to (very)
good financial situation. A more problematic division can be found within the education level; more
than 80 percent of the respondents has a ‘high’ education level, against 20 percent with a ‘lower’
education level. People with very low education levels – such as no education or only primary school –
are not present in this sample. Besides, a more skewed division can be found within the household
composition of the respondents; almost 70 percent of the respondents does not have a partner.
Nevertheless, this is not an odd finding whilst the vast majority of LGB elderly in the Netherlands does
not have a partner. Also, this vast majority of partnerless LGB members is an important target group for
Roze Stadsdorp because their initiative mainly aims on this community due to their increasing chances
of becoming socially isolated and lonely.
When interpreting the results of the analyses, these divisions in the response-rates per
background-characteristic should be taken into account to get a clearer image on the given results.
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Table 4 – Response per background variable questionnaire 1 (absolute and in percentages, N=225)
Variable
Gender
(1) Female
(2) Male
(3) Neither
Age (in categories)
(1) 50 to 60
(2) 61 to 66
(3) 67 to 74
(4) 75+
Education level
(1) High School or MBO
(2) HBO or University
Financial situation
(1) Very good
(2) Good
(3) Average
(4) Bad
(5) Very bad
Household composition
(1) Alone (with or without children)
(2) With partner (with or without
children

Absolute response

Response in percentages

(1) 103
(2) 112
(3) 7

(1) 46%
(2) 51%
(3) 3%

(1) 45
(2) 66
(3) 96
(4) 18

(1) 20%
(2) 29%
(3) 43%
(4) 8%

(1) 43
(2) 182

(1) 19%
(2) 81%

(1) 52
(2) 109
(3) 56
(4) 8
(5) –

(1) 23%
(2) 48%
(3) 25%
(4) 4%
(5) –

(1) 155
(2) 62

(1) 71%
(2) 29%

The second questionnaire was distributed amongst Amsterdam-based LGB elderly and has a total of 55
respondents, of which 48 respondents also had a valid score on all questions [the response differed per
question]. The exact response percentage cannot be calculated because the size of the actual population
is unknown. For this reason, the results from this questionnaire are less reliable and applicable on the
whole population of elderly LGB’s within Amsterdam. Nevertheless, we will use the data from this
questionnaire to help us answer one of the sub-questions (sub-question 5). In table 5 can be seen how
the respondents are divided within the different background characteristics. Within this questionnaire,
the gender division is very skewed wherein men are overrepresented. This division is presumably
explicable through the overrepresentation of male respondents in the sample of this questionnaire. For
this reason, this skewedness can also be found within the sexual orientation of the respondents wherein
the vast majority of the respondents is homosexual. The respondents are more evenly represented within
the age-categories, but there is a small majority within the first category ’50 to 60 years’. Equally as in
the first questionnaire, the division in the educational level of the respondents is very skewed wherein
almost all respondents have a high education level. Also for this questionnaire, note that – while
interpreting the results of the analysis – these divisions in the response rates per background
characteristic should be taken into account to get a clearer image on the given results
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Table 5 – Response per background variable questionnaire 2 (absolute and percentages, N=48)
Variable
Gender
(1) Female
(2) Male
(3) Neither
(4) No answer
Age (in categories)
(1) 50 to 60
(2) 61 to 66
(3) 67 to 74
(4) 75+
Education level
(1) High School or MBO
(2) HBO or University
Sexual preference
(1) Homosexual
(2) Lesbian
(3) Bisexual
(4) Other

Absolute response

Response in percentages

(1) 10
(2) 37
(3) 3
(4) 2

(1) 19%
(2) 71%
(3) 6%
(4) 4%

(1) 19
(2) 13
(3) 13
(4) 14

(1) 39%
(2) 26.5%
(3) 26.5%
(4) 8%

(1) 5
(2) 43

(1) 10%
(2) 90%

(1) 33
(2) 8
(3) 4
(4) 3

(1) 69%
(2) 17%
(3) 8%
(4) 6%

4.2.2 Questions used to answer sub-questions and bivariate statistics
To give an answer on the formulated sub-questions, questions from both questionnaires will be used. In
table 6, an overview of the used questions as well as the background variables used to give more insight
in the given answers from the respondents can be seen. The main variables will be used for the bivariate
statistics, but also crosstabs with background variables will be used to give more insight in the given
answers.
In table 7 and 8 the bivariate statistics are presented of the used variables from dataset 1 and 2.
In these tables you can see the total response on the variable (N), the mean score on the variable, the
minimum and the maximum scores and the standard deviation – an arithmetical term to show the
dispersal of the scores around the mean score – of the variable. These bivariate statistics will give more
insight in the responses given by the different respondents within both datasets.
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Table 6 – Overview of used questions per sub-question
Sub-question

Dataset used

Variables used

1

Dataset 1

2

Dataset 1

3

Dataset 1

4

Dataset 1

5

Dataset 2

(1) What is the primary reason you
joined Roze Stadsdorp (RSD)?
(2) What is the influence of RSD on
your social network?
(3) Did your neighborhood-group
contribute to better contact with
neighbors?
(4) Is your neighborhood-group,
according to you, an important part
of the offer of activities of Roze
Stadsdorp?
(5) Do you use the supply & demand
forum on the website to request or
offer help?
(6) Can you imagine you will request
fellow members help in the future?
(1) How often do you visit activities of
RSD?
(2) Do the activities of RS meet
your needs?
(3) Is it easy for new members to
create contacts through RSD?
(1) How do you grade your
neighborhood-group?
(2) Has your neighborhood-group
contributed to better contact with
neighbors?
(3) Do you visit activities from you
neighborhood-group?
(1) Are you physically unable to visit
certain activities of RSD?
(2) What is, in your opinion, a good
solution to this problem?
(3) Why don’t you visit activities of
RSD?
(4) What would be a solution to
simplify making contact at
activities?
(1) Are you familiar with RSD?
(2) Do you have a social network
which is, in your opinion, big
enough?
(3) Are you in need for meeting other
LGB elderly in Amsterdam?
(4) Do you know how to get in contact
with this community?

Background variables
used
(1) Gender
(2) Age
(3) Education level

(1) Gender
(2) Education level

(1) Neighborhood-group

-

-
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Table 7 - Descriptive statistics of used variables within Dataset 1 (N, Mean, Standard Deviation,
Minimum and Maximum)
Background variables
Gender
Male (0=No, 1=Yes)
Female (0=No, 1=Yes)
Gender neutral (0=No, 1=Yes)
Education level
(0=Low, 1=High)
Household Composition
(0=Alone, 1=With Partner)
Age
Financial situation
(1=Very good, 4=Bad)
Other variables
Influence RSD on network
(1=Very small, 4, Big/Very big)
Reason membership RSD
To meet other LGB elderly
(0=No, 1=Yes)
To enlarge social network
(0=No, 1=Yes)
To find a partner
(0=No, 1=Yes)
Influence neighborhood-group on
social network (0=No, 1=Yes)
Neighborhood-group important part
of RSD (0=No, 1=Yes)
Do you use the supply and demand
forum? (0=No, 1=Yes)
Can you imagine you would request
neighbors for help in the future?
(0=No, 1=Yes)
Do the activities of RSD foresee your
needs?
How often do you visit activities from
RSD?
Monthly (0=No, 1=Yes)
Every three months
(0=No,1=Yes)
Never (0=No, 1=Yes)
Do you visit neighborhood activities
from RSD?
Never (0=No, 1=Yes)
Sometimes(0=No, 1=Yes)
Regularly (0=No, 1=Yes)
Often (0=No, 1=Yes)
Can’t you visit certain activities due
to physical problems?
(0=No, 1=Yes)
How do you grade your
neighborhood-group?
How do you grade activities of RSD?
Is it easy for new members to create
contact within RSD? (1=(Very)
Difficult, 3=(Very) Easy)

N

Mean

Std. Dev.

Minimum

Maximum

225
225
225
225

0.505
0.464
0.032
0.81

-

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

225

0.287

-

0.00

1.00

225
225

66
2.09

7.045
0.786

50
1.00

92
4.00

206

2.25

0.964

1.00

4.00

202

0.515

-

0.00

1.00

202

0.396

-

0.00

1.00

202

0.891

-

0.00

1.00

117

0.274

-

0.00

1.00

211

0.570

-

0.00

1.00

207

0.773

-

0.00

1.00

207

0.610

-

0.00

1.00

185

7.21

1.541

1.00

10.00

224
224

0.496
0.420

-

0.00
0.00

1.00
1.00

224

0.085

-

0.00

1.00

211
211
211
211
206

0.374
0.332
0.180
0.114
0.140

-

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

131

6.96

1.531

1.00

10.00

205
185

7.36
2.18

1.719
0.650

1.00
1.00

10.00
3.00
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Table 8 - Descriptive statistics of used variables within Dataset 2 (N, Mean, Standard Deviation,
Minimum and Maximum)
Background variables
Gender
Male (0=No, 1=Yes)
Female (0=No, 1=Yes)
Gender neutral (0=No, 1=Yes)
Education level
(0=Low, 1=High)
Sexual preference
Gay (0=No, 1=Yes)
Lesbian (0=No, 1=Yes)
Bisexual (0=No, 1=Yes)
Other (0=No, 1=Yes)
Age
Other variables
Do you have a social network which is
big enough? (0=No, 1=Yes)
Do you want to meet other LGB
elderly? (0=No, 1=Yes)
Do you know how to get in contact
with this community? (0=No, 1=Yes)
Are you familiar with RSD?
Yes, I heard of it
Yes, I know people whom are
member
Yes, I am a member
No, I am unfamiliar with RSD

N

Mean

Std. Dev.

Minimum

Maximum

48
48
48
48

0.729
0.208
0.063
0.896

-

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

48
48
48
48
48

0.688
0.167
0.083
0.063
63

8.217

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
50

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
85

48

0.729

-

0.00

1.00

48

0.688

-

0.00

1.00

48

0.750

-

0.00

1.00

48
48

0.292
0.333

-

0.00
0.00

1.00
1.00

48
48

0.188
0.188

-

0.00
0.00

1.00
1.00

4.3 Qualitative operationalizations
One focus-group was held on the 15th of May 2018 and will be used to give more insight on the
quantitative results from both questionnaires. The expectation is that the questionnaires and the focus
group will complement each other and so will give a clear view on the successfulness of Roze Stadsdorp
in creating a social network and reducing social isolation and loneliness amongst LGB elderly. The
focus group was held with eight leading members of Roze Stadsdorp in a restaurant/café in Amsterdam.
Before the carrying out the focus group, a script was created with several questions to be asked to the
participants. The total script of the focus-group can be read in Appendix B1.1. The questions from the
focus-group were roughly similar to the questions in dataset 1, but tend to give a little more insight in
the mechanisms handled within Roze Stadsdorp. To get a bit more insight in the tendency of the focusgroup, you can consult table 9. In this table, a small overview of the discussed themes can be seen,
followed by two or three example questions handled within the focus-group are presented.
The focus-group was recorded and has been transcribed as well. The transcribed text can be read
in Appendix B1.2.
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Table 9 – Small overview of Interview Guide Focus-group
Theme
Tendency of questions asked
Introduction round
General questions
In which way does RSD create a greater social
network for its members?
How does RSD preserve continuity?
In what way do LGB elderly with different
backgrounds feel involved within RSD?

-

Questions about the activities on city level

-

What do the activities in your neighborhoodgroup look like?

-

Questions about the neighborhood-group

-

Questions on mobility

-

Familiarity of RSD within Amsterdam

-

Satisfaction of members with RSD

-

Who are you?;
Which neighborhood-group are you in?
What does RSD mean to you?;
What people join RSD?
Does it stimulate to create contacts?;
Are people willing to help each other?
Why do people continue visiting activities?;
Do all participants feel comfortable during
activities?;
How was your own experience when you
were a new member?
Which activities are the most successful?;
Why won’t certain people come to the
activities?
What sort activities do you arrange?;
Do these activities fulfill the needs of
members?
Which neighborhood-groups are the most
successful?;
Are there differences in development
between the different neighborhood-groups?
Are some people unable to come to activities
due to physical discomforts?;
What is a good solution for this problem?
Are many LGB elderly within Amsterdam
aware of RSD?
How can you create more awareness?
How satisfied are members with the activities
on city and neighborhood level?;
How can you improve this?

4.4 Methods of Analysis
The quantitative analyses used to answer the main- and sub-questions will be primarily describing
statistics. Explanatory statistics will not be used because no remarkable – or in other words, hardly any
significant – results were emerged from the explanatory analysis. Both regression analysis and Anova
tests have been executed, in which both the important independent variables (e.g. reason for membership
and the influence of RSD on a members’ social network) and controlling variables (e.g. age, education
level and household composition) were included. Also, after transforming some variables into scale
variables, the explanatory results did hardly show any significant outcomes. Therefore, using
explanatory statistics in the results did not have any added value to the quality of the results and this
thesis. The describing statistics used to define the results, mainly consists of frequency tables/graphs or
crosstabs. Crosstabs will give more insight in which answers are given by the different respondent-
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groups (e.g. the diversity in answers for males/females; different ages or different education levels).
After presenting the quantitative results of the main- and sub-questions, these result will be
complemented with the results from the focus group (qualitative results) to give more depth to the
quantitative results. In chapter 5, these results will be described and explained.
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5.

Results

This chapter gives an overview of the results of the thesis. Both quantitative – by means of two
questionnaires – and qualitative – by means of one focus group – research is used to give a complete
answer on the main research question and the sub-questions. The first paragraph will explain the format
of the following paragraphs, consisting of a short explanation on how the results will be presented. The
following paragraphs all focus on one of the five sub-questions as produced at the end of chapter two
(p. 13). In each paragraph, the results for that particular sub-question are elaborated after which an
answer on that sub-question is provided.
5.1 Format of the presented results
The results consist of both quantitative and qualitative research. In the following paragraphs, first the
quantitative results from dataset 1 (paragraph 2, 3, 4 and 5) or dataset 2 (paragraph 6) will be presented.
This will mainly be done by means of presenting graphs or tables with essential outcomes from one of
the two datasets. These graphs or tables will, of course, be supplemented with explanatory texts. The
quantitative results will already give an important glance in the answers on the sub-questions, but will
subsequently be complemented with the qualitative results. The qualitative focus-group will
complement the quantitative results to give a clearer image on whether Roze Stadsdorp is successful in
creating a bigger social network and less social isolation and loneliness amongst LGB elderly.
5.2 Contribution to neighborhood-inclusion and a greater social network
5.2.1 Quantitative results
This first paragraph will show the results for the first sub-question, which reads:
How does Roze Stadsdorp give meaning to the idea of neighborhood-inclusion and in what way does it
contribute to a greater social network of independent living LGB elderly?
This sub-question is actually divided into two parts; the first part focusses on the degree of
neighborhood-inclusion that Roze Stadsdorp facilitates, and the second part of the sub-question has its
focus on the size of the social network of members of Roze Stadsdorp. Firstly, I will give more insight
in the first part of this question. To find out whether Roze Stadsdorp facilitates neighborhood-inclusion
between members, a total of four questions is used. These four questions focus on the two main facilities
Roze Stadsdorp offers to create more neighborhood-inclusion; their neighborhood-groups and the
supply and demand forum on their website. The answers on these four questions give a clear insight in
whether Roze Stadsdorp’s idea of creating neighborhood-inclusion is successful. In the following graphs
(graph 2, 3, 4 and 5), the answers – in percentages – on these four question are presented.
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Graph 2 – Did your neighborhood-group
contribute to better contact with your
neighbors? (answer distribution in %)

Graph 3 – Is your neighborhood-group,
according to you, an important part of the
offer of activities of Roze Stadsdorp? (answer
distribution in %)
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Graph 4 – Do you use the supply & demand
forum on the website to request or offer
help? (answer distribution in %)
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Graph 5 – Can you imagine you will
request fellow members for help in the
future? (answer distribution in %)
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In graph 2 we see the answer distribution on the question whether the responding member of Roze
Stadsdorp created more neighborhood contacts through Roze Stadsdorp. The graph shows that 73
percent of the respondents indeed got to know certain neighbors better through activities from their
neighborhood-group. Around 27 percent of the respondents stated that they did not create better contact
with their neighbors. From these results we can deduce that the vast majority of the questioned members
agrees with the fact that their neighborhood-group helped to facilitate better neighborhood contact. The
derived neighborhood contacts increase the chances of neighborhood-inclusion, while acquiring
neighborhood contacts are the foundation for a new social network and thus neighborhood-inclusion.
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Graph 3 presents whether the respondents criticize their neighborhood-group as an important
part of Roze Stadsdorp. On this question, 57 percent of the respondent answered that their neighborhoodgroup indeed is an important facility Roze Stadsdorp supplies. 43 percent of the respondents disagreed
with this question, stating that their neighborhood-group is not an important part of Roze Stadsdorp.
This second graph shows us that the majority of the respondents thinks their neighborhood-group is a
very important contribution to Roze Stadsdorp, but that also a significant part of the respondents does
not agree with this statement.
Graph 4 presents whether or not the respondents use the supply and demand forum on the
website. This graph shows a very clear image, resulting in the clear result that 92 percent of the people
do not use this forum. Only 8 percent of the respondents answered that they regularly use this forum.
These results present an important insight; the contemporary realization of the forum is a rather
unsuccessful idea for creating more neighborhood-inclusion. The results from graph 5 actually refute
the results from graph 4, since the majority of the respondents (61%) thinks they will request other
members for help in the future. This is a notable result; the majority of the respondents is seeking for
more neighborhood-inclusion to fulfill their future (care) needs, but they do not use the forum to create
a network within their neighborhood which forms the basis for resolving these possible future (care)
needs.
In the following graphs (graph 6 and 7) we can see how people with different background characteristics
answered the questions on whether the neighborhood-group created more neighborhood contact (graph
6) and whether they would request fellow members for help in the future (graph 7).
Graph 6 - Did your neighborhood-group contribute to better contact with your neighbors?
(percentages per gender, age and educational category)
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Graph 6 shows that especially female members answered that their neighborhood-group contributed to
better contact with their neighbors, the percentage of women that answered ‘yes’ was 8 percent higher
compared to the ‘yes’ percentage of men. The age categories ’61 to 66 years’ and ‘75+’ are the groups
that were less positive about the contribution of the neighborhood-group to better contact with
neighbors, compared to the age categories ’50 to 60 years’ and ’67 to 74 years’. The ‘low educated’
respondents were less positive on the contribution of the neighborhood-group to the contact with
neighbors compared to their ‘high educated’ peers, with a difference of 6 percent.
Although the above results show that certain background characteristics have a more positive
(or negative) influence on the perceived contribution of the neighborhood-group on the contact with
neighbors, all respondents are generally very positively disposed on this question since two-third of all
the above categories answered ‘yes’ on this particular question.
Graph 7 - Can you imagine you will request fellow members for help in the
future? (percentages per age category)
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In graph 7 we see that especially the age category ’61 to 66 years’ imagines they would request fellow
members for help in the future. The other age categories could imagine this request in a lower degree
(with percentages of respectively 56%, 58% and 59%).6 This is a remarkable result. The majority of the
aging people – from 61 to 66 years – thinks they might request other members for help in the future, but
when members of Roze Stadsdorp are eventually aging and have an increasing risk of requiring help –
from 67 years to 75+ years – a substantial lower percentage of the people considers the request for help
to fellow members.

6

Graph 7 is only separated into age categories because background statistics such as education level and gender
did not give any notable differentiating results.
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The second part of the first sub-question focusses on the size of the social network of members of Roze
Stadsdorp. To find out what Roze Stadsdorp contributes to the social network its members, two
questions from the questionnaire are used. The first questions focusses on the primary reason why
someone decided to become a member of Roze Stadsdorp. Furthermore, the results on the question
asking what the influence of Roze Stadsdorp on the members’ network is will be presented. The results
of these questions are presented in graph 8 and 9.7

Graph 8 – What is the primary reason you
joined RSD? (answer distribution in %)

Graph 9 – What is the influence of RSD on
your social network? (answer distribution in
%)
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In graph 8 we can see that almost 40 percent of the respondents decided to become a member of Roze
Stadsdorp to help them enlarging their social network. The other reasons were to meet other LGB elderly
(51%) or to find a partner (9%). In graph 9 we can see what the influence of Roze Stadsdorp on someone
network is. The majority of the members (54%) says that the influence of Roze Stadsdorp on their
network is ‘Very small’ or ‘Small’. Around 35 percent of the respondents says that the influence is
‘Average’, meaning it is neither small or big. Only 9 percent of the respondents answers that the
influence of Roze Stadsdorp on their social network is ‘Big or Very big’.
These results from graph 9 show an interesting distribution of answers; more than half of the
respondents state that their social network is not or rarely influenced by their membership of Roze
Stadsdorp. Also, only a very small percentage of the respondents states that the influence of Roze
Stadsdorp on their social network is big. This result makes it interesting to show how this distribution
differs when we only take the respondents that answered ‘to enlarge my social network’ on the question
why they became a member of Roze Stadsdorp. This distribution can be seen in graph 10.

7

Graph 8 and 9 are, unlike graph 6 and 7, not separated by background statistics like gender age and education
level. This is done for the simple reason that this divide did not create notable results for the questions presented
in graph 8 and 9.
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Graph 10 – What is the influence of RSD on
your social network? (answer distribution in %
for the 40% of the respondents from graph 8)
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In graph 10 we can see that the answer distribution is rarely different for the respondents that answered
‘To enlarge my social network’ on the question why they decided to become a member of Roze
Stadsdorp compared to the distribution for the total population shown in graph 9. Again, the majority of
the respondents answered that the influence of Roze Stadsdorp on their social network is ‘Small’ or
‘Very small’. The percentage of the respondents answering that the influence was ‘Big or Very big’ has
grown with three percentage points, but is still considerably low. From these results we can conclude
that the respondents that decided to become a member of Roze Stadsdorp to enlarge their social network,
mostly did not find such an enlarged network through conciliation of Roze Stadsdorp. From the analyzed
results we can say that the results on the questions presented in graph 9 and 10 do not differ a lot for the
background characteristics gender, age and education level.
5.2.2 Qualitative results
The focus-group gave a more elaborate meaning to the given answers from the quantitative questionnaire
and to give more context to the way in which members create social contacts within Roze Stadsdorp. In
the focus-group is clearly stated that Roze Stadsdorp intends to focus on neighborhood-inclusion,
meaning that – through Roze Stadsdorp – a social network between members will be created which can
be helpful when members are in need for informal help or care. To accomplish this, most neighborhoodgroups tend to organize activities as regularly as possible. For most neighborhood-groups, this means
that members visit an activity approximately once every one or two months. Although most central
activities are visited by many members, this does not occur at the neighborhood activities. The
neighborhoods de Pijp en Rivierenbuurt, Centrum-Oost, Buitenveldert en de Bijlmer have difficulties
with persuading members to visit activities. The coordinators of the neighborhood-groups Zuid and
Noord told that their group is quite vibrant and that their organized activities are attended regularly. One
of the interviewees – Bart from the group Centrum-Oost – stated that attendance rates are, of course,
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essential to create neighborhood-inclusion. When these rates do not increase, neighborhood-inclusion
will fail to appear.
The focus group also showed that the responses on the arranged activities are diverse and the
initiative from the members themselves is low. Next to that, there is also a wide variety in the people
attending activities. This hinders bonding between the members due to the fact that they do not see each
other frequently enough to create (possible) friendships. According to the interviewees, this results into
the matter that people only create sympathy for each other instead of a real social connection. The
interviewees also stated that this occurrence is strengthened by the differences in education level and
the age gap between members. The creation of social contacts and a social network is therefore seen as
difficult, especially when people stop visiting activities after a certain period of time. We can therefore
say that it is difficult to create a new social network with Roze Stadsdorp and that this also leads to more
difficulties in creating neighborhood-inclusion.
Despite the fact that most members have difficulties with seeking a new social network and
neighborhood-inclusion, the interviewed members did (eventually) find this within Roze Stadsdorp. The
seek for neighborhood-inclusion is for most interviewees the main reason to become a member of Roze
Stadsdorp. One of the members shares his story, telling he was sick on one day and in urgent need for
some lemons. The fact that no one could help him with his need whilst he was sick, convinced him to
become a member of Roze Stadsdorp. In my opinion, the main reason the interviewees found a new
social network within Roze Stadsdorp is due to their presence and high involvement within Roze
Stadsdorp. For the greater part of the members this amount of involvement and presence is much lower,
which makes the chances of creating a new and solid social network as well as neighborhood-inclusion
much lower. So although the interviewed members found what they were seeking for within Roze
Stadsdorp, the vast majority of the members is still pursuing a more difficult road towards a new social
network within Roze Stadsdorp which gives them the opportunity to find the neighborhood-inclusion
they will eventually need.
5.3 Preserving continuity and inclusion of members with different backgrounds
5.3.1 Quantitative results
In this paragraph, the results on the second sub-question will be presented. This sub-question is
formulated as follows;
In what way does Roze Stadsdorp preserve continuity and in what way does it include LGB elderly with
different backgrounds?
To find an answer on this sub-question, I will use the results derived from the questions focusing on
how often people visit activities, how easy it is to create contacts during activities and to what extent the
provided activities fulfil the needs of the members of Roze Stadsdorp. The first question measures the
amount of visits to activities, which perfectly shows whether the average number of visits has a
continuous character. The other two questions focus on the needs and social contacts which can be
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acquired at activities. The results from these two questions give more context to the intrinsic motivation
to visit activities, and therefore is an important indicator for the continuity of Roze Stadsdorp as well.
The answer distribution on these questions will give a clear image of how Roze Stadsdorp is managing
to preserve continuity amongst its members. The results (in percentages) on these three questions are
presented in graphs 11, 12 and 13
Graph 11 – How often do you visit activities of
RSD? (answer distribution in %)

Graph 12 – Is it easy for new members to create
contacts through RSD? (answer distribution in
%)
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Graph 13 – Do the activities of RSD meet your
needs? (answer distribution in %)
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In graph 11 it is shown that the majority of the respondents regularly visits activities of Roze Stadsdorp;
50 percent visits the activities at least once a month, and 42 percent of the respondents joins activities
approximately once every three months. This means that only 8 percent of the respondents does never
visit any activity of Roze Stadsdorp. In addition, graph 12 shows that around 13 percent of the
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respondents has difficulties with creating contacts at activities of Roze Stadsdorp. The rest of the
respondents answered it was of average difficulty or even (very) easy to create contacts with fellow
members at activities. From these results we can derive that the responded members only have little
difficulties with creating contacts with fellow members at activities and that most of the responded
members frequently visit activities of Roze Stadsdorp.
When looking at the answer distribution per gender and education level category for the
questions in graph 11 and 12, we hardly find any remarkable results.8 The results show that male and
female respondents visit the activities evenly frequent and that there are also barely differences in the
difficulties they have in creating new contacts at activities. Also, the education level of the respondents
does not affect the frequency of attending activities or the difficulty of creating new contacts at activities;
both the lower and higher educated responding members visit the activities frequently and do not have
major difficulties in creating new contact at the arranged activities.
In graph 13 we see the answer distribution in grades concerning the extent to which the
respondents are satisfied with the arranged activities of Roze Stadsdorp. We can see that a small
percentage (9%) is unsatisfied with the arranged activities, but the majority declares that they are
satisfied. The average grade given by the respondents is a 7.2. From these results we can derive that the
vast majority of the respondents is satisfied with the arranged activities, but that a small percentage
would like to see some improvement. The more unsatisfied respondents indicated in the questionnaire
that they mainly missed culturally related activities. In table 10, a small overview of the given
suggestions for activities can be seen.
Table 10 – Tips given by respondents for new activities
Subject
Culturally related activities

Care
Holidays
Games

Examples of activities
- Readings on actual subjects
- Activities with amateur musicians
- A book club
- Activities focusing on politics and science
- Activities with a religious enclosure
- Going to the theater
- Information on possible care options for the
future
- Arranged group holidays
- Biking holidays
- Game nights with various (board) games

5.3.2 Qualitative results
The interviewed members almost all agree that the central activities are well-visited, but that this does
not count for the neighborhood activities. In the focus group, the main importance was lying on these
neighborhood activities. Except for the neighborhoods Noord and Zuid, all interviewed neighborhood

8

Graphs can be found in Appendix A, graph 1 and 2.
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leaders said that frequency of acquainting activities by members – in other words the continuity – was
very low. The people visiting the activities is rotating often, people stop visiting activities after a certain
while and the number of people visiting activities mostly declines after some time as well (starting with
an average of sixteen persons per activity, but dropping quickly afterwards to an average of four to eight
persons per activity). This result from the focus group opposes the results from the quantitative results.
While the interviewees from the focus group state there is a big drop out of members visiting – especially
neighborhood – activities, the quantitative questionnaire results show that the majority of the members
is frequently visiting these activities. An explanation for this differentiating outcome is hard to find. A
possible clarification can be found in the type of members filling in the questionnaire. It is feasible that
the questionnaires are primarily completed by active members of Roze Stadsdorp, which might create a
more positive reflection on the visiting rates than it actually is for the whole population of Roze
Stadsdorp. The leading members participating in the focus group primarily talk about the withdrawing
members of Roze Stadsdorp, which makes their story more negative than the results from the
questionnaire show us. This perception might be a reasonable explanation for the difference that is found
between the results from the quantitative and qualitative results.
According the interviewees, the primary reason for the downfall of the number of members visiting
activities is due to the difficulty of creating new contacts at activities or preserving contacts for a longer
period of time. It seems difficult for new members to create new contacts at activities, but when contacts
are made the inconsequential organization of (interesting) activities leads to a cease of these new
contacts. A remarkable quotation on the difficulty of making new contacts at activities was made by one
of the interviewees:
‘For example the Borrel is a very massive activity, attended by 70 or 80 people. You will definitely get
lost there when you don’t know anyone. This might dissuade people from visiting central or
neighborhood activities again’
These central activities are mostly the first activity a new member attends. When this directly creates
deterrent effects, people are more likely to not visit (neighborhood) activities again. For new people it
therefore seems difficult to preserve continuity. For the interviewees themselves and the members often
frequenting central activities this is a different story. The central activities are well visited by the more
naturalized members, as well as by the interviewed members themselves. For them, the continuity is
present and therefore these leading members could help new members with a smoother integration
within Roze Stadsdorp. This helps to make continuity reachable for these new members as well. The
continuity of the neighborhood-groups is a total different story, with increasingly declining visiting rates
at almost all neighborhood-groups. The interviewees do not know how to preserve more continuity, but
have good examples in the groups Noord and Zuid which claim their group is more successful. In 5.4.2,
more insight information on the differences between these neighborhood-groups will be presented.
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The inclusion of people with different backgrounds is not widely discussed within the focus group. The
interviewees did tell met there were only little or possibly even no people with migrant backgrounds. If
they did become a member this was often arranged via their partner, making it more easy for them to
integrate. Also, the differences in education level do not seem to create difficulties because most
interviewees do not know any lower educated members (or do not know that they are more poorly
educated than they are themselves). If they do know one, this member is often integrated within Roze
Stadsdorp making ones education level not a burden for preserving continuity within the initiative. The
interviewees do admit that this outcome might be experienced differently by lower educated members
– noting that all interviewees are high educated – and that they do not have enough inside information
to give a solid comment on this possible problem. The interviewees did explain that there often were
huge age differences – meaning an age gap between 25 and 30 years – between members attending
neighborhood activities. These different people are often in a totally different life phase; where younger
members are still having a vibrant working life, the older members are seeking for more profound social
contacts and more often have mobility difficulties. Roze Stadsdorp was created to help each other with
such care needs, but possibly due to these huge age differences this fails to appear; a mutual friendship
between people of different age groups often stays out. This of course hinders the continuity of Roze
Stadsdorp and makes it harder to include people of different age groups.
5.4 Differences in development of the neighborhood-groups
5.4.1 Quantitative results
In this fourth paragraph, the derived results from the third sub-question will be presented. This third
sub-question is formulated as follows;
What are the differences in development between the different groups within Roze Stadsdorp?
To give an answer on this sub-question, we will again use some relevant questions from the first
questionnaire concerning the grade the respondents delate to their neighborhood-group, the amount of
neighborhood contact they have and the importance of their neighborhood-group. The answers given on
these questions will be presented for each individual neighborhood-group, so we can easily see the
differences in development between the different groups.
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Table 11 – ‘How do you grade your neighborhood-group?’ Average grade per neighborhood-group9
Neighborhood-group
Centrum Oost

Grade
7.0

Centrum West
KNSM eiland, Zeeburg,
Cruquiseeiland and
Wittenburg Entrepotdok
Noord and Landsmeer

6.7
7.3

Staatsliedenbuurt

7.1

6.9

Neighborhood-group
Bos en Lommer, Oud
west, van Galenbuurt and
Overtoomseveld
Hoofddorpplein
Nieuw West

Grade
6.2

Museumkwartier,
Willemsparkbuurt,
Apollobuurt and
Stadionpleinbuurt (Zuid)
De Pijp and Rivierenbuurt

8.2

7.2
7.1

7.0

Average grade 7.0

In table 11 the grades per neighborhood-group are presented. In the lower part of the table, we can read
that the average grade for the neighborhood-groups all together is a 7. The results show that especially
the respondents from ‘Centrum West’ (6.7) and ‘Bose en Lommer, Oud west, van Galenbuurt and
Overtoomseveld’ (6.2) serve lower grades to their groups. The neighborhood-group scoring significantly
higher than the average grade, is ‘Museumkwartier, Willemsparkbuurt, Apollobuurt and
Stadionpleinbuurt’ (8.2). The rest of the neighborhood-groups show almost identical grades, differing
maximum 0.5 points from each other.

9

As you can see in this table, several neighborhood-groups are missing. This is due to the lack of responses given
by the members living in these neighborhoods, making it improper to make a solid statement on the progression
made in these neighborhoods. For this reason, only the neighborhoods with five or more responses are admitted in
this table and thus in the results.
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Graph 14 - Has your neighborhood-group contributed to better contact with neighbors?
(answer distribution in %)
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Graph 15 - Do you visit activities from your neighborhood-group?
(answer distribution in %)
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Graph 14 shows whether the neighborhood-group contributed to better contacts. The results show that
in all groups the vast majority of the respondents derived contacts through their neighborhood-group.
Clearly, there are several neighborhoods that are scoring better results. Especially ‘De Pijp and
Rivierenbuurt’, ‘Museumkwartier, Willemsparkbuurt, Apollobuurt and Stadionpleinbuurt’ and
‘Staatsliedenbuurt’ consist of satisfied respondents. In these neighborhood-groups, more than 90 percent
of the responding members answered that their neighborhood-group contributed to better contacts with
neighbors. The neighborhoods corresponding the least positive results are ‘KNSM eiland, Zeeburg,
Cruquiseeiland and Wittenburg Entrepotdok’ and ‘Hoofddorpplein’. In these groups, respectively 63
and 61 percent of the responding members were positive about the contacts they derived through their
neighborhood-group. This means that in these two neighborhoods, the biggest percentage of respondents
is unsatisfied with the contribution of the neighborhood-group to the amount of contact with neighbors.

Lastly, we can see in graph 15 whether the respondents visit activities from their neighborhood-group.
In all neighborhood-groups, the majority of the respondents does visit the arranged activities. But again,
there are neighborhood-groups scoring better and worse. The better scoring neighborhood-groups are –
just like the results from the previous graph 14 and table 11 – ‘Museumkwartier, Willemsparkbuurt,
Apollobuurt and Stadionpleinbuurt’, ‘Hoofddorpplein’ and ‘De Pijp and Rivierenbuurt’. The worse
scoring neighborhoods are ‘Centrum Oost’ and ‘Centrum West’.
Table 11 and graph 14 and 15 clearly show that especially the ‘Museumkwartier, Willemsparkbuurt,
Apollobuurt and Stadionpleinbuurt’ neighborhood-group is scoring high on the presented questions,
with an 8.2 average overall score for the group, and a 100 percent positive reaction on improved contact
with neighbors and frequenting activities of their neighborhood-group. These results derive that this
neighborhood-group can be seen as a possible example for the rest of the groups when they would like
to improve the satisfaction of their group members.
An important side note on these results is that Ineke Kraus – chairwoman of Roze Stadsdorp – and other
important board members are leading the high scoring neighborhood-group ‘Museumkwartier,
Willemsparkbuurt, Apollobuurt and Stadionpleinbuurt’. Due to their close relation with Roze Stadsdorp,
the solid organizational structure (they plan their activities far ahead) in their group and being the solo
group to organize this many activities, it is explicable why this neighborhood-group is judged with a far
higher grade compared to the other neighborhood-groups.
5.4.2 Qualitative results
During the focus group, some obvious differences between the development of the neighborhood-groups
were announced by their leading members. The most important information given in the focus group on
the development of each neighborhood-group, is addressed in the following paragraph.
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De Pijp en Rivierenbuurt has around 50 members on paper. In the beginning, the attendance rates were
around sixteen persons per activity, but these rates were dropping quickly afterwards. Nowadays, the
average attendance is eight persons per activity. According to the leading member of this neighborhoodgroup, people do have sympathy for each other, but there are no amicable bonds originated within this
group. In Centrum-Oost around 32 people signified they were interested in attending their
neighborhood-group. Ten of them never replied on any invitation for an arranged activity. The leading
member of this group identifies his group as ‘rigid’. People are sometimes visiting activities, but the
chance they will come back to another activity is only little. At this moment, between two and eight
people are visiting each activity. According to him, the attendance rates do depend on which activity is
organized. For example movie nights are running badly, but the exposition night and a first walkingactivity were pretty successful. Amsterdam-Noord en Landsmeer has around 24 people on paper. The
highest turnout was around sixteen people, this was during the first meeting of their neighborhood-group
and therefore not even a real activity. After this first meeting, the attendance declined rapidly. Recently,
a lunch was arranged by one of the members of the group which was very successful. Around nine
people visited this activity and everyone was very enthusiastic about it. He hopes that the positivity from
this activity will proceed over the coming period of time. The neighborhood-group Buitenveldert en
Bijlmer is, a according its leading member, pretty unsuccessful. She does not give much inside
information about the activities arranged within her group, but she does say that the planned activities
came with so little response that she decided to call them off. She thinks the main reason for this negative
progress is due to the huge seize of their neighborhood (meaning the largeness of the neighborhoods)
and the small group size; they only have a total of ten persons on paper. Amsterdam-Zuid, states their
neighborhood is pretty successful. They have a so called activity team of three persons with whom they
devise activities. Some successful activities were a biking tour, a walking tour and some cooking
sessions in nearby community centers. At the moment, the visiting rates are declining a little. Therefore,
they decided to arrange a joint dinner every six weeks which the planned ahead for a year. In this way,
the people know on which dates the dinners are arranged. The leading members hope that this schedule
will raise the attendance rates again. The first editions of the dinners were successful, with around twelve
visitors. Although this is a fixed dozen of people – which means the people visiting the activity does not
rotate – the dinners are a success for their group. The last neighborhood-group which attended the focus
group was KNSM eiland, Zeeburg, Cruquiseeiland and Wittenburg Entrepotdok. They are the biggest
neighborhood-group which has around 70 people on paper. Just like the Amsterdam-Zuid group, they
also have arranged a joint activity once every month. Different from the Amsterdam-Zuid group, the
turnout of this group is very diverse; the people visiting this activity differs every time. Because of this
feature, the leading members opines that it is very difficult to get to know the people. He summarizes
this in the following quotation;
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‘Due to this rotating group of people visiting our monthly activity, the frequency of seeing other
members and interest to get to know someone is absent. This is a shame and a reason why I do not think
my neighborhood-group is creating this so called neighborhood-inclusion’
Most people attending the focus group (partly) agreed with this statement. There, are of course some
differences between the development of neighborhoods groups – wherein Amsterdam-Zuid is possibly
running the best and Buitenveldert en Bijlmer the worst – but overall all groups need some development
in both the type of activities that are arranged as well as in a rise in the attendance rates of members
visiting these activities so that neighborhood-inclusion between members could occur.
5.5 Accessibility of the arranged activities
5.5.1 Quantitative results
The last sub-question answered with the help of the first dataset, focusses on the accessibility of the
activities for the various members of Roze Stadsdorp. The answer on this sub-question will be presented
in this fifth paragraph. The sub-question was formulated as follows;
To what extent are the different activities from Roze Stadsdorp accessible for its independent living
members?
To give an answer on this question, two different types of accessibility will be addressed. First, the
results for the physical accessibility will be presented. With this we focus on whether all activities are
accessible for people with physical discomforts. Secondly, the results for the experienced accessibility
will be addressed. For this, we asked the respondents why they do not visit activities arranged by Roze
Stadsdorp.
Table 12 – Are you physically unable to visit certain activities of Roze Stadsdorp? (answer distribution
in %)
Percentage
No

(N=177)

86%

Yes

(N=29)

14%
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Table 13 – Number of (im)mobile respondents per activity (in absolute numbers and %)
Activity

Yes, I have difficulties with
attending activities

No, I do not have
difficulties with attending
activities

Absolute

Percentage

Absolute

Percentage

Total (N)

‘Borrel’

17

12%

122

88%

139

Movie activities

5

10%

44

90%

49

Arranged walking tours

2

7%

28

93%

30

Bridging

2

20%

8

80%

10

Play pool

-

-

3

100%

3

Theme assemblies

7

15%

40

85%

47

Readings

8

17%

38

83%

46

Dancing

1

6%

15

94%

16

Museum visits

4

17%

19

83%

23

In table 12, one can see the number of respondents (in percentages) having difficulties with attending
certain activities of Roze Stadsdorp. From the 206 respondents that answered this question, around 14
percent answered ‘yes’ meaning they do have difficulties with attending certain activities. In table 13 –
in the pink colored column – can be seen which activities these immobile respondents mostly visit.
When we look at the percentages, we can see that immobile respondents primarily have difficulties with
attending the bridging, readings and museum visits. Also the absolute number of immobile respondents
visiting the ‘borrel’ is significantly high. Of the 29 immobile respondents, almost 17 frequently attend
the ‘borrel’. From these results we can report that especially for these four activities special transport
arrangement concerning, for example, the transport to activities should be instigated. The respondents
also addressed some pointers to restore this problem. Some interesting solutions they mentioned where:
-

Creating well accessible locations (primarily via public transport) so it becomes more attractive
to attend activities for all members;

-

Making sure there are enough seats available at (especially the ‘borrel’) activities. Often, you
cannot sit down and this hinders certain members to visit activities;

-

First, map the number of immobile members at certain activities. Afterwards, it is important to
create a transporting system for the immobile people to enable them to visit activities.
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Next to the physical accessibility, we also addressed the experienced accessibility of the members. Some
of the members seem to have difficulties with attending activities due to various reasons (e.g. difficulties
with making contact or the high thresholds to attend activities). To give more insight in these results,
we asked the respondents why they did not visit any of the activities and what can be seen as a good
solution to make it easier to make contact with other members at activities. In the overview underneath
(table 14) the most frequently answered or best suiting solutions can be read. The reasons why certain
members do not visit activities are diverse. Often, the respondents said that the threshold of attending
activities was too high and that it was difficult to create contacts when they did visit activities. Also,
respondents answered that several activities are arranged in the afternoon which leads to difficulties in
attending afternoon activities. Some others state that the activities are too far away from their homes,
making it harder to travel to the place where the activity is organized. A last interesting note a respondent
made was related to announcing the agenda. For certain (elderly) members it sometimes is difficult to
find out when activities are organized. The respondents also notified several solutions to simplify the
making of new contacts at activities. The most interesting, applicable and frequent given answer was
the creation of buddies for new members. In this way, it seems easier to blend into existing groups and
it will therefore simplify the making of new contacts. Another important suggestion was to create
introduction activities for new members. In this way, new members can meet each other and create new
significant contacts. Some other interesting answers given by the respondents are related to a more active
introduction of new members at activities, organizing activities for different age-groups and creating
contact persons at activities whom actively question people whether they are interested to join activities.
Table 14 – Overview of the respondents’ answers and solutions on (improving) the experienced
accessibility
(columns are not responding with each other, but are just a listing of reasons and solutions)
Why don’t you visit activities of RS?

What is a solution to make it easier to create
contacts with other members at activities?
The threshold to visit activities is too big.
Creating buddies for new members to make it
easier to create contacts and blend into existing
groups.
Activities are often arranged during work-times. Active introduction of the board of RSD when new
members join activities (to create awareness of new
members by existing members).
It is difficult to create contacts (feelings of Organizing introduction activities several times a
loneliness and insecurity).
year for new members.
The activities are too far away from my home.
Organizing activities for different age groups. The
age gap between e.g. 50 and 80 is too big. For
certain activities (e.g. dancing or walking/biking
tours) it is better to divide into age groups.
The agenda of upcoming activities is often Ask new people at e.g. the ‘borrel’ whether they are
unclear. Announce the activities more clearly.
interested in certain activities. If yes, assign them
to a contact-person of that particular activity.
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5.5.2 Qualitative results
According the members, there is a huge age variety between the different members of Roze Stadsdorp.
LGB-people from 50 years and onwards can become member, which means that some members are in
their early 50’s, whilst others are over 80 years old. The leading members are aware of this huge age
gap between the different members and therefore try to organize activities which are suitable for all age
categories. In the focus group it was said that all neighborhood-groups try to keep this phenomenon in
their mind. In this way, the older and immobile members are also able to visit the activities of their
interest. Many ‘immobile’ activities such as diners, lunches or game nights are arranged at an accessible
home of one of the members. An accessible home means that the home is easy reachable via public
transport, but also means that it is on the ground floor or has an elevator. This last feature on the
‘accessible homes’ is not taken into account by every neighborhood-group and could therefore be a point
in improving the accessibility of activities.
The leading members of the focus group also frequently described the invisibility of the
independent members of Roze Stadsdorp. This makes it difficult to observe any immobile members and
their care needs. According to the leading members, they therefore do not know whether people do not
come due to possible immobility issues or for other various reasons. Some leading members do know
some members whom are immobile, but these members actively signified they were immobile so that
their immobility could be taken into account during the organization of activities. When members do
not communicate about their mobility issues, it will remain an invisible and elusive group. The leading
members have tried to come up with solutions to make this group more visible, but unfortunately without
success. They think it is difficult to overcome this problem when immobile people do not transmit their
problems to others.
Other forms of accessibility, such as that activities are arranged during work-times or that activities are
too far away from the members’ homes, are only little discussed during the focus group. Some of the
leading members did tell that people whom are less comfortable with their sexuality, whom have a
language barrier or whom are lower educated show less interest in the activities of Roze Stadsdorp and,
in their opinion, are less likely to become a member at all. This group also brought up interesting
discussion within their group; how could they include this group of people? Unfortunately, this
discussion did not create a clear solution because this group people is, just like the immobile members,
rather invisible. Due to this invisibility, they decided to focus on preserving the current active members
instead of involving these rather invisible and ‘unreachable’ groups.
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Another point of discussion during the focus group was the problem that some new members experience
difficulties with creating new contacts at activities, a finding that is also discovered within the
questionnaire data. For the leading members this problem was never experienced due to the fact that all
of them already knew members during their first activity. For the people who do not know any member
on their first activity visit, it seems rather difficult to make contact with others. This, of course, makes
the activities less accessible for new members and therefore stays a problem of interest for the leading
members.
5.6 Familiarity of Roze Stadsdorp in Amsterdam and its environs
5.6.1 Quantitative results
The last sub-question, of which the results are derived from the second dataset, focusses on the
familiarity of Roze Stadsdorp in Amsterdam and its environs. Do the elderly LGB residents of
Amsterdam actually know Roze Stadsdorp? The sub-question focusing on this principal is formulated
as follows;
To what extent are the Roze Stadsdorp known by the elderly LGB community of Amsterdam and its
environs?
Several questions from the second data set will be used to present the results for this question. The
questions focus on the need of the respondents for meeting other LGB elderly, whether they know how
to get into contact with this group and about the dimension of their social network. Logically, also the
results on the familiarity with Roze Stadsdorp will be presented.
Graph 16 – Familiarity with Roze Stadsdorp (answer distribution in %)
N=48
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In graph 16, the answer distribution in percentages can be seen for the familiarity with Roze Stadsdorp.
Clearly, it shows that almost 80 percent of the respondents is in a way aware of the existence of Roze
stadsdorp. 29 percent of the respondents has heard of Roze Stadsdorp, 33 percent knows members and
19 percent of the respondents is even a member her- or himself. The remaining 19 percent of the
respondents is not aware of the existence of Roze Stadsdorp. From these results we can formulate that
the vast majority of the respondents – all of them living in Amsterdam and environs and over 50 years
of age – is aware of the existence of Roze Stadsdorp.
Around 27 percent (N=13) of the respondents answered they did not have a network of sufficient size.
Of those thirteen respondents, four – of whom all male – also did not know about the existence of Roze
Stadsdorp. These thirteen respondents – and especially the four male respondents whom are unfamiliar
with Roze Stadsdorp – are the people Roze Stadsdorp needs to reach because they are in need for an
extended social network. Especially, because 92% (N=12) of these respondents also answered that they
are in need of meeting other LGB elderly. Remarkable is that 62% (N=8) knows how to get into contact
with other LGB elderly, but – despite their urgent need of creating new contacts with fellow LGB elderly
– do not create new contacts with this group. Of course, there can be various reasons for the fact that the
majority does not create new contact with fellow LGB elderly, but an obvious reason of course is the
threshold and the fear of creating new contacts.10
5.6.2 Qualitative results
In the focus group, the name awareness of Roze Stadsdorp remained rather undiscussed. When it did
become a subject of discussion at the end of the focus group, the vast majority of the focus group was
unfortunately distracted. This makes the answers given by the respondents more limited and less suitable
as an addition to the quantitative data. Nonetheless, some of the leading members did give their opinion
on the name awareness of Roze Stadsdorp and its environs. The majority of the leading members just
heard about Roze Stadsdorp via other members or via the internet. Others heard about it via a ‘regular’
Stadsdorp of which they already were a member. Most think that Roze Stadsdorp is rather visible via
the internet;
‘People whom are looking for an initiative such as ours, will definitely find it via the internet’
Of course, not all people have the opportunity to use the internet or have more difficulties with finding
such information on the internet. By saying that information on Roze Stadsdorp can only be found at
the internet, a big group of LGB elderly desiring for more social contacts is excluded from participation.
The focus to make Roze Stadsdorp more visible should therefore also lie on advertisement via more
classical media forms such as, for example, local newspapers. Fortunately, the majority of the

10

For the tables presenting the results described in this paragraph, consult Appendix A
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interviewees of the focus group agreed with this idea that advertising via other ways than the internet is
a good idea to reach more future members.
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6.

Conclusion and recommendations

This chapter gives an overview of the research done for this thesis and as well contains a conclusion
based on the results from the previous chapter 5. Firstly, a short overview of the study and the research
question will be presented. Thereafter, the most important results and matching conclusions per subquestion will be discussed after which the research question will be answered. In addition, the limits of
this research are going to be addressed. Lastly, the recommendations for Roze Stadsdorp will be
summed up to better their organizational structure.
6.1 Theoretical background, research question and sub-questions
The Netherlands has always been a long time pioneer concerning the acceptance of the LGB (Lesbian,
Gay, Bisexual) community. Recent research done by SCP (Sociaal Cultureel Planbureau) shows that
this progressive pattern continues in the contemporary Dutch society, making the Netherlands the most
progressive country in Europe concerning LGB acceptance. But many researchers have a critical note
towards such favorable reports concerning the LGB acceptance in the Netherlands. Sociologist Laurens
Buijs therefore speaks of a Dutch paradox, meaning that the experienced acceptance by LGB’s in Dutch
society shows a different pattern than reports – such as the report from SCP – display (NRC Handelsblad,
2018). A great part of these LGB’s signify that they experience rejection and negative attitudes towards
them on a regular basis, making it more difficult for them to create a social network of sufficient size
(Felten et al., 2015). A group which is extra vulnerable for a shrinking social network, are LGB elderly.
Their shrinking social network often goes hand in hand with growing levels of loneliness and/or social
isolation (Beuningen & de Witt, 2016). This process is also reinforced by several additional factors such
as their greater chances to remain partner- and childless (Kuyper & Fokkema, 2010). In the previous
years, several initiatives have been set up throughout the Netherlands to create a (new and) solid social
network for LGB elderly. One of these initiatives is Roze Stadsdorp Amsterdam, an organization trying
to create neighborhood-inclusion between its members. With neighborhood-inclusion, Roze Stadsdorp
means creating a working social network between members on which one could fall back when they are
in need for different forms of informal help or care. To create such an inclusive network, they organize
a wide variety of activities on both the city- and neighborhood level. In this thesis, Roze Stadsdorp was
chosen as the central case study to investigate whether the initiative is successful in creating more
neighborhood-inclusion between members as well as a greater social network for its individual
members. To study this, the following research question has been conceptualized;
To what extent does Roze Stadsdorp create neighborhood-inclusion between LGB-groups and a
greater social network for individual members within the city of Amsterdam and to what extent does it
help to reduce loneliness and social isolation amongst this group?
To give a more solid answer on the research question, five sub-questions have been created which dive
deeper into the organizational background of Roze Stadsdorp Amsterdam. These five questions focus
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on (1) how Roze Stadsdorp gives meaning to neighborhood-inclusion and in what way they contribute
to a greater social network of LGB elderly, (2) the continuity Roze Stadsdorp offers to its members and
in what way Roze Stadsdorp includes LGB elderly with different backgrounds, (3) the differences in
development between the different neighborhood-groups, (4) the accessibility of the organized activities
and (5) to what extent Roze Stadsdorp is known by LGB elderly in Amsterdam and its environs. To
answer these questions, both quantitative and qualitative research methods – a mixed methods approach
– have been used. For the quantitative research, two questionnaires were distributed; one (Dataset 1)
was addressed to the current members of Roze Stadsdorp, the other (Dataset 2) to the LGB(T)
community living in Amsterdam and its environs. The results from the first four sub-questions were
derived from Dataset 1, the results for the fifth sub-question is derived from Dataset 2. The qualitative
results are derived through a focus-group held with several leading members coordinating a
neighborhood-group. This focus group focused on the same topics as were discussed in the
questionnaires, but tends to dive a little deeper in the given answers. Therefore, the focus group can be
seen as an addition to the answers derived from the quantitative questionnaires to make the results more
complete and applicable.
6.2 Conclusions per sub-question
Through this research, some interesting results were emerged. The quantitative results show that the
majority of the members got to know their fellow members better through the arranged activities. This
result especially counts for high educated females between 50 and 74 years old. These results positively
connect to the increasing chance to create a social network and neighborhood-inclusion through
activities from Roze Stadsdorp, but the qualitative results show a different pattern. These respondents
report that it is still difficult to persuade members to visit activities and that the people visiting activities
is always differentiating, which makes it harder to create a new and solid social network. Another
question from the quantitative research confirms that it is hard to create a more solid social network
through Roze Stadsdorp, while the vast majority of the members answered that the influence of Roze
Stadsdorp on the social network is only of a small size. These results from the qualitative and
quantitative research slightly oppose each other, wherein the quantitative results show a more positive
result compared to the qualitative results. Nevertheless, there might be a possible explanation for this
difference, while the possibility exists that the members responding the questionnaire were primarily
‘active’ members whereas the members discussed within the focus group are primarily ‘inactive’. This
difference might be a suitable explanation for the differentiating quantitative and qualitative results. A
conclusion based on these results is that members are creating new contacts through Roze Stadsdorp,
but that it is not the type of contact – while it is excluding the neighborhood-inclusion part – Roze
Stadsdorp is aiming on. Another interesting finding from the quantitative research was found in the
results that were presented on the forum and the need for informal help or care in the future. Almost all
of the members signify that they never use the supply and demand forum of Roze Stadsdorp. This is
contrasting the results wherein the majority of the members notifies that they can imagine that they will
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ask other members for informal help or care questions in the future. This means that, although people
can imagine they will request for help questions in the future, they never use the forum which enables
and simplifies this demand.

The quantitative results show that the vast majority of the members is visiting activities from Roze
Stadsdorp at least once every three month, meaning that it initially looks like Roze Stadsdorp
considerably preserves continuity with the help of its arranged activities. This view is reinforced by the
result that the majority of the respondents signify that it is (relatively) easy to create new contacts at
these activities and the fact that almost all the respondents gave a mark of a 6 or higher concerning the
satisfaction they have with Roze Stadsorp. These two results create an even more positive view on how
Roze Stadsdorp is preserving continuity. Also, it appeared that these results did not differ for background
characteristics such as age, gender and education level making the continuity preserved by Roze
Stadsdorp indifferent for people with different backgrounds. Although these quantitative results show
off a positive result, the qualitative results again give more insight in these results with a different view
on the preserved continuity of Roze Stadsdorp. The respondents of the focus group signified that the
central activities are mostly successful, but that this successfulness does not count for the neighborhood
activities yet where the number of visitors declining and people eventually decide to not visit these
activities again. Therefore, the continuity of neighborhood activities is preserved to a lesser extent
compared to the continuity of central activities. Another remarkable finding concerning the preserved
continuity is the difficulty for new members to create (new) contacts at central activities due to the large
group forming at these activities. New members are more helped by a guided introduction at such
activities, which increases the chance of visiting another activity afterwards and will, eventually, also
be helpful for the continuity that is preserved by Roze Stadsdorp.
The development of the different neighborhood-groups is differentiating largely. While most groups
have difficulties with organizing well visited activities, one group is rather successful. This group, and
an example for other neighborhood-groups, is ‘Museumkwartier, Willemsparkbuurt, Apollobuurt and
Stadionplein’ (also known as Amsterdam-Zuid). The respondents from the questionnaires living in this
neighborhood have exceptional high scores on the satisfaction with their neighborhood-group, the
number of contacts they have made through their neighborhood-group and the number of visits these
members give the arranged activities in their neighborhood-group. With the help of the qualitative focusgroup, the explanations for the success of this group is devoted to several reasons. Firstly, this
neighborhood-group has an activity team of three persons. They are in charge of arranging a wide variety
of activities on a regular basis. This directly brings us to the second reason, while this group has a wide
variety of activities wherein they took the wide age span of the their members into consideration as well
as the different interests their member have. Their activities differ from active activities such as bike- or
walking tours to more comforting activities like arranged dinner nights or joint cooking sessions. The
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wide variety increases the chance that members like activities, making them more likely to visit these
activities as well. Lastly, the neighborhood-group always plans activities far ahead. Recently, they have
made a year planning for their joint dinner nights which makes it easier for members to take these dates
into account and also increases the chance they will actually visit the arranged activities.
Although the neighborhood-group ‘Museumkwartier, Willemsparkbuurt, Apollobuurt and
Stadionplein’ is rather successful in creating more social contacts between members in their
neighborhood, we have to make a critical reflection to whether this approach is also applicable to other
neighborhood-groups as well. The demographic characteristics of the members living in the different
neighborhoods of Amsterdam is rather diverse; while in some neighborhoods the population is primarily
‘white’, highly educated and rich, members living in other neighborhoods have more diverse ethnical
backgrounds, education levels and incomes. ‘Museumkwartier, Willemsparkbuurt, Apollobuurt and
Stadionplein’ is primarily seen as a wealthy neighborhood, which means that the population living in
this neighborhood is generally rather upper-class as well. It is plausible that the ‘upper-class image’ of
this neighborhood is the most important reason for the success of this group while it is much easier to
create contacts between people with similar backgrounds. For this reason, it is questionable whether the
approach of this neighborhood-group is also applicable in other – less prosperous and more diverse –
neighborhood-groups as well. Due to a differentiating population, it is plausible that the less successful
neighborhood-groups need a different approach in addressing members for making new social contacts.
Of course, it would be a smart decision to try and introduce some of the success factors from the
neighborhood-group ‘Museumkwartier, Willemsparkbuurt, Apollobuurt and Stadionplein’, but due to
the differentiation between neighborhoods the outcomes can be rather deviant.
From the results it appeared that approximately one out of seven members is unable to visit certain
activities due to their mobility issues. For these immobile members, the arranged activities are either too
far away from their homes, difficult to reach via public transport or provided with too little resources
(such as enough seats or a well accessible toilet). Due to the fact that these problems remain unsolved
for them, this phenomenon will restrain immobile members to visit certain activities. The activities
which are especially hard to visit are bridging activities, readings, museum visits and – especially – the
‘borrel’. The leading members attending the focus group are aware of certain immobile members and
signified that they tried to keep their immobility into account while organizing activities. Nevertheless,
the quantitative results give a different insight wherein members state that their immobility is not taken
into account whilst arranging activities. During the focus group, the leading members signified that
members do not notify their mobility problem to others, resulting in a situation wherein their problem
remains invisible. This phenomenon makes it more difficult to map the number of immobile members.
We can therefore conclude that both the immobile members and the leading members should co-operate
with each other to overcome this problem; immobile members should signify their problem to other
members and the leading members should, subsequently, help to make activities well accessible for
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these members.
Next to the accessibility in terms of mobility, there is also the experienced accessibility. This
form of accessibility is more about whether the arranged activities are evaluated positively or whether
they are arranged in a favorable timespan. The quantitative results showed that there were several
problems experienced by the members. Some frequently mentioned problems were as follows; the
threshold to visit activities is too high (e.g. too scary to meet other people, new members don’t know
anyone at activities etc.), it is difficult to create new contacts at activities (especially as a new member),
activities are arranged during working times, the activities are too far away from the members’ homes
and there is an unclear agenda of the upcoming activities arranged by Roze Stadsdorp. The existence of
these experienced problems by certain members are confirmed by the leading members attending the
focus group. Especially the difficulty to create new contacts and the fact that certain activities are too
far away from members’ homes are problems Roze Stadsdorp tries to solve. Despite that these problems
are on the radar of Roze Stadsdorp, it still remains a problem for a large group of members and therefore
needs a more suitable solution so that members will not eventually drop out due to these shortcomings.
From the second quantitative questionnaire, it emerged that the vast majority of the respondents was,
in a way, aware of the existence of Roze Stadsdorp. Some of these respondents notified that they already
were a member of Roze Stadsdorp, others knew people who were a member or had read about the
initiative through the internet or other LGB people. The results from this questionnaire also showed that
the majority of the respondents in need for more social contacts, stated that they would like to meet other
LGB elderly to create such contacts. For this group of people, Roze Stadsdorp could play an important
role. Despite the fact that most of these people are aware of the existence of Roze Stadsdorp, they still
have certain burdens to become a member of the initiative. This important group of people – whom want
more social contacts – is a group that Roze Stadsdorp still needs to reach and convince to become
involved in their initiative. The leading members joining the focus group had the opinion that LGB
elderly in need for social contacts would definitely find information about Roze Stadsdorp via the
internet. Through this statement, we can conclude that most leading members are not aware of the fact
that still many LGB elderly have difficulties with finding solid social contacts. Roze Stadsdorp would
therefore be helped by more online visibility, but especially through an improved offline visibility via
e.g. advertisements in local newspapers, visibility in elderly care homes or the presence/visibility at
neighborhood gatherings or community centers. The chances of becoming a member will probably
increase when potential members have met current members of Roze Stadsdorp while this lowers the
threshold of visiting- and creating contacts at activities.
6.3 Answering the research question
Next to the conclusions per sub-question, the overarching research question needs to be answered as
well. With the help of this research question, an answer will be given on whether Roze Stadsdorp creates
neighborhood-inclusion between members and a greater social network for its individual members.
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Based on the results, we can conclude that Roze Stadsdorp indeed helps to create a bigger social network
for its members, but that the size of ones social network varies per neighborhood-group. While one or
two neighborhood-groups are rather successful in creating a new social network for its members, other
groups experience many difficulties in convincing members to visit activities. These more successful
groups should therefore be taken as an example for other groups, so that a mutual success and a (new)
social network for all members could be attained. Although we can speak of a growing social network
for members of Roze Stadsdorp, this initiative could still gain some progress in attaining neighborhoodinclusion between their members. The supply and demand forum is used by only a very small number
of the members and both quantitative and qualitative results showed that the exchange of help is on a
low level. On this level of creating more neighborhood-inclusion between members, Roze Stadsdorp
could therefore still gain some strength. How this strength is possibly reachable is explained in a later
section of this conclusion, the recommendations. Although some extra strength could be gained within
this initiative, we can conclude that Roze Stadsdorp is rather successful in reducing loneliness and social
isolation amongst LGB elderly in Amsterdam and its environs. The central activities – and sometimes
neighborhood activities as well – that are arranged are widely varied, which means that almost all
members could go to an activity of their interest. Roze Stadsdorp could again win some progress in
including people with mobility issues while still a small group signified their difficulties in visiting
certain activities. The way in which – in my opinion – Roze Stadsdorp could solve its shortcomings as
well as possible is addressed later in the recommendations.
6.4 Theoretical development in addition to previous research
The above presented conclusion based on this research did add some interesting theoretical development
in addition to previous research on the discussion about social contacts, social isolation and loneliness
amongst LGB elderly. LGB elderly are significantly more socially isolated and lonely compared to their
heterosexual peers (Kuyper & Fokkema, 2010; van Beuningen & de Witt, 2016). The most common
reason for this isolation is the lower social embedding of the LGB community within society, meaning
LGB elderly often have less (informal) social capital. This is primarily due to the fact that a large number
of the LGB’s remained partner- and childless and because of their less solid relationships with family
members such as their parents and siblings (Schuyf, 1996; Shippy et al., 2004). Roze Stadsdorp
Amsterdam tries to create a (new and) solid social network – eventually evolving into a network that
holds neighborhood-inclusion between members – for LGB elderly to overcome loneliness and social
isolation. Summarized, the initiative tries to create social contacts for individual members and
neighborhood-inclusion between members through the organization of a wide variety of activities with
fellow LGB elderly and a solid provision of information on these activities through a monthly news
bulletin. Although Roze Stadsdorp does not contain all the necessary tools to fight social isolation and
loneliness, this research did help to come to some interesting conclusion concerning these concepts.
Firstly, it appeared that Roze Stadsdorp is rather successful in creating a new social network for the
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majority of its individual members. For the remaining members, it stays difficult to create new social
contacts at activities. Remarkable is the fact that the LGB background of members proved to be an
unimportant factor in creating new contacts. Rather, someone’s education level and – especially –
someone’s age are significantly more important factors while creating social contact. Also, the high
threshold of meeting new people is an important barrier in creating contact at activities. These factors,
which make it extra difficult to create new contacts, are also the basis for why it is difficult to become
an inclusive initiative. This means that, although Roze Stadsdorp is rather successful in creating a new
social network for some individual members, the initiative still lacks the inclusive character and
therefore neighborhood-inclusion between its individual members. This research showed that the LGB
background of members is not an explanation for the lack of this inclusiveness, rather someone’s
education level and age proved to be more important indicators making it more difficult to create
neighborhood-inclusion between members. The results also showed that a guided introduction for new
members (e.g. through appointing buddy’s or the arrangement of activities for new members only) is
important for lowering the threshold of creating new contacts. Such a guided introduction could
therefore be an interesting tool for simplifying the creation of new social contacts at activities.
Subsequently, this solution could be the basis of a more inclusive network wherein neighborhoodinclusion between members is present as well. Due to the fact that the LGB background proved to be
unimportant in creating new social contacts, these new theoretical insights could be used for other
‘heterosexual’ initiatives trying to oppose social isolation and loneliness amongst elderly too. For this
reason, this research and its conclusions are an important addition to the overall debate on social
isolation and loneliness among elderly people as well.
6.5 Limitations of this research
Despite the interesting conclusions that were gained through this research, there were also some
limitations in the composition of this research(design). After distributing and analyzing the
questionnaire, it appeared that some interesting in depth questions were missing. With the lack of these
questions, this thesis might miss out on some potentially interesting conclusions. These missing
questions primarily focus on a splitting of already existing questions through which we can more clearly
observe the differences between neighborhood- and central activities. Another limitation of this research
is that only descriptive statistics have been used as an analysis tool. Of course, some interesting
conclusions have been emerged through this research but explanatory statistics could have been an
interesting contribution to more solid conclusions. Naturally, there was a clarifying reason – namely the
absence of significant results – why explanatory statistics weren’t used in this thesis. A third limitation
is that only one focus group was held with members of Roze Stadsdorp. Obviously, some interesting
conclusions were derived from the information of this focus group, but another focus group with for
example less active members could have given a more profound and possibly more representative
conclusion.
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6.6 Recommendations to Roze Stadsdorp Amsterdam
This research showed some interesting conclusions on Roze Stadsdorp and to what extent they are
successful in creating more neighborhood-inclusion between elderly LGB members so that loneliness
and social isolation amongst this group will decline. Although Roze Stadsdorp is rather successful in
creating a new social network for its members, it still needs some improvement in creating more
neighborhood-inclusion between the different members. With the help of the gained results, several
recommendations are created to improve neighborhood-inclusion – and the creation of a new social
network as well – between the members. Some of these recommendations were suggested by members
through the questionnaire or the focus group, others were generated by myself while
elaborating the results. To make the recommendations more clarifying, they have been combined in the
point-to-point overview (table 15) below.
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Table 15 – Overview of the recommendations

Recommendations Roze Stadsdorp
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Creating a more welcome feeling for new members at activities (especially at the borrel). This can
be done through:
- Appointing buddy’s for new members for a more guided introduction;
- Provide a personal support system through which members can ask for
support for a smoother introduction within Roze Stadsdorp.
Instigating new activities for an even broader variety of activities. Examples of activities are:
- Cultural activities;
- Activities about care questions (e.g. readings/information assemblies);
- Holidays (both active and inactive holidays);
- Game nights;
- Activities for different age categories
Creating solutions to overcome mobility problems through:
- Organizing activities at well accessible locations;
- Making sure that there are enough seating areas at activities (especially
at popular activities such as the borrel);
- Instigating a transport system for immobile members to simplify their
visits to activities.
- Trying to make immobility of independent members more visible e.g. through advertising in
the monthly bulletin (by means of asking people to report their issuer) or as a question within
the membership form. This might lower the threshold of indicating ones mobility problems.
Organize an informative meeting between the leading members to actively exchange information on
how to create a more successful neighborhood-group. To let this succeed, the following points
should be taken into account:
- Take an example to the more successful neighborhood-groups (such as
Amsterdam-Zuid);
- Create a common policy on how to organize the neighborhood-group
(to minimize the differences between the neighborhood-groups);
- Repeat such a meeting several times a year to speak about problems or
difficulties, or to exchange success stories (note that while the population of neighborhoodgroups varies, the outcomes of the invented solutions between the groups could differ as well!).
Make the forum on the website more appealing and familiar. Results show that there is a turnout of
care questions for the future, but despite these expectations the forum is barely used by its
members. For this reason it is important to:
- Make the forum both more attractive and present on the website;
- Create more awareness of the forum (e.g. in the newsletter of Roze Stadsdorp or in
person at activities).
Reinforce the name familiarity of Roze Stadsdorp amongst LGB elderly in Amsterdam and its
environs. Although Roze Stadsdorp already has many members, there is always room for
improvement. Creating more name familiarity can be done in various ways. Some examples are:
Present the initiative at local gatherings (e.g. at market squares, fairs, community
gatherings);
Distributing leaflets about Roze Stadsdorp at LGB spots (e.g. elderly homes,
community centers, pubs etc.)
- Present the initiative via old (offline) and new (online) media sources (e.g. through Facebook,
Instagram, newspapers, local magazines etc.)
It could be helpful to include members from less successful neighborhood-groups into the board of
Roze Stadsdorp as well. In this way, the problem(s) in such neighborhoods become(s) more visible.
These members could also give important insights in whether certain (new) policies are applicable
in these neighborhoods as well. Also, it seems unfair to only include members from the ‘good
running’ neighborhood-groups into the board while this might evolve into underrepresentation of
suggestions as well as negative feelings from members of less successful groups.
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Appendix
Appendix A
Graphs for sub-question 2
Graph 1 – How often do you visit activities of RSD? (percentages per gender
and educational category)
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Graph 2 – Is it easy for new members to create contacts RSD? (percentages
per gender and educational category)
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Tables for sub-question 5
Table 1 – Do you – in your opinion – have a network of sufficient size? (answer distribution in %)
Percentage
Yes

(N=35)

73%

No

(N=13)

27%

Table 2 – Are you in need for meeting other LGB elderly? (answer distribution in %)
Percentage
Yes

(N=12)

92%

No

(N=1)

8%

Table 3 – Do you know how to get in contact with other people from the LGB community?
(answer distribution in %)
Percentage
Yes

(N=8)

62%

No

(N=5)

38%
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Appendix B
1.1 Interview-guide focus group

Interview guide
-

Korte introductie van mezelf
* Naam
* Sociologie Master gedaan en nu master Sociale Geografie
* Master scriptie gaat over ‘caring for diversity’, dit is een onderzoek naar sociaal isolement
en eenzaamheid bij oudere LGBT’ers en migranten. Het onderzoek wordt gedaan door
verschillende docenten van de RU en ik ben gevraagd ook een deelonderzoek hiervoor te
doen. Het Roze Stadsdorp is een van de initiatieven die wij onderzoeken en waar ik dus
onderzoek naar doe. Daarom ben ik onder andere vandaag hier voor dit gesprek en krijgen
jullie bijv. ook binnenkort een vragenlijst etc.

-

Wat gaan we vandaag doen?
 Ik neem het op zodat ik later dit gesprek kan uittypen. Iemand hier problemen mee?
 We doen eerst een voorstelrondje zodat ik weet wie jullie zijn
 Dan komt een kringgesprek waarbij het eigenlijk het plan is dat ik jullie vrijuit laat praten.
Ik zal vragen tussendoor stellen en af en toe een nieuw onderwerp aanslaan zodat ik alle
informatie van jullie krijg die ik nodig heb. Verder zal het meer een gesprek zijn dan een
klassiek interview omdat je zo de meest interessante feitjes naar boven krijgt.
 Als er tijd over is wil ik kort nog even de vragenlijst in haar huidige vorm bespreken. Ik
heb deze een x aantal x uitgeprint. In principe is dit de definitieve versie.

-

Voorstelrondje
 Wie ben je
 Hoe oud ben je
 Bij welke buurtgroep ben je actief
 Waarom je (in het kort) bij het Roze Stadsdorp bent gegaan

HET INTERVIEW
-

Algemene vragen
 Wat betekent het Roze Stadsdorp voor jullie?
 Wat voor soort mensen gaan bij het Roze Stadsdorp?
 Wat zoeken mensen in het Roze Stadsdorp?

-

Op welke manier creëert het Roze Stadsdorp een groter sociaal netwerk voor haar leden?
 Bevordert het contacten?
 Vriendschappen?
 Zijn mensen bereid elkaar te helpen (zoals met de vraag&aanbod pagina op de site);
bovendien; werkt dit volgens jullie?!
 Durven mensen, doordat je bij het Roze Stadsdorp met LGBT’ers omgaat, meer hunzelf te
zijn? Voelen ze zich comfortabeler in de omgeving
 Wat is jullie eigen ervaring, creëert het Roze Stadsdorp voor jullie een groter netwerk?

-

Hoe zorgt het Roze Stadsdorp voor continuïteit?
/ Waarom blijven mensen activiteiten bezoeken?
/Hoe komt dit volgens jullie tot stand en hoe behoud je dat mensen blijven komen?
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-

Op welke manier worden ouderen met verschillende achtergronden betrokken bij activiteiten?
/Voelen zij zich altijd comfortabel tijdens activiteiten?
/Merken jullie verschillen tussen mensen?
/Is er veel sprake van groepsvorming?
/Worden nieuwe mensen snel bij de groep betrokken, ook als ze hier zelf minder moeite voor
doen (mensen die bijv. wat verlegen zijn)?
/Hebben jullie het idee dat mensen (doordat ze zich bijv. buitengesloten voelen) niet meer
komen naar activiteiten?
/Hoe hebben jullie dit zelf ervaren, toen jullie net lid werden? Werd je snel bij de groep
betrokken?
Denk aan:
 Mensen met een migrantenachtergrond
 Grote diversiteit in opleidingsniveau of evt. inkomen
 Mensen die nog ‘in de kast zitten’ of zich eventueel oncomfortabel voelen bij hun
seksualiteit

-

Enkele vragen over de centrale activiteiten.
 Welke activiteiten zijn het meest succesvol?
 Welke worden het meest bezocht?
 Wat voor een soort activiteiten moeten er nog bij komen om (met name) mensen van hun
stoel te krijgen, inclusie tussen mensen te bevorderen en eenzaamheid te verhelpen?
 Wat is, naar jullie mening, de reden dat mensen niet naar centrale activiteiten komen?

-

Kan iedereen vertellen over hoe activiteiten bij diens buurtgroep eruit zien? (Verschillen
tussen buurtgroepen in sfeer en inclusie)
/Wat doen jullie met de buurtgroep?
/Hebben jullie het gevoel dat dit aanslaat? Worden mensen hier enthousiast van?

-

Enkele vragen over de buurtgroepen?
 Wat zijn de meest succesvolle buurtgroepen?
 Waarom lopen sommige buurtgroepen beter dan andere?
 Zijn er grote verschillen in de ontwikkelingen van de verschillende buurtgroepen?
 Hoe kan dit verholpen worden? Suggesties voor verbeteringen?
 Wat is, naar jullie mening, de reden dat mensen niet naar hun buurtgroep gaan?

-

Vragen over mobiliteit en het bezoeken van activiteiten
 Merken jullie dat mensen soms niet naar activiteiten kunnen komen omdat ze immobiel
zijn?
 Zegt iedereen dit eerlijk?
 Wat is een goede oplossing voor dit probleem?

-

Bekendheid van het Roze Stadsdorp in Amsterdam bij de oudere LGBT community
/ Denken jullie dat het Stadsdorp naamsbekendheid heeft?
/ Wat hebben jullie al gedaan om naamsbekendheid te creëren?
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/ Ik kan me voorstellen dat het vooral via mond om mond reclame is, mis je op deze manier
niet een groot aandeel van de LGBT groep die juist in eenzaamheid verkeerd?
/ Hoe kan meer naamsbekendheid gecreëerd worden?

-

Denken jullie dat jullie leden tevreden zijn met de invulling van het Roze Stadsdorp?
/ met de buurgroepen?
/ met de centrale activiteiten
/ met het verminderen van eenzaamheid en het creëren van vriendschappen?
 Hoe kan de tevredenheid naar jullie idee verhoogd worden?

Willen jullie je e-mail adres achterlaten voor mij zodat ik jullie kan contacteren wanneer ik nog
vragen heb?
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1.2 Elaboration of the focus-group

M: Hallo allemaal, mijn naam is Milou Joosten en ik doe momenteel voor mijn masterthesis vanuit de
Radboud Universiteit in Nijmegen een onderzoek naar eenzaamheid en het creëren van een nieuw sociaal
netwerk voor oudere LHB’ers. Om dit te onderzoeken heb ik, zoals jullie weten, het Roze Stadsdorp als
onderzoeksgroep genomen om te onderzoeken of dat een goede oplossing is voor het verhelpen van
eenzaamheid en het creëren van een sociaal netwerk. Een deel van mijn onderzoek is via een vragenlijst,
die jullie als het goed is al ingevuld hebben. Het andere gedeelte van mijn informatie wil ik verkrijgen via
een focus-groep, die wij dus vandaag gaan houden. Een focus-groep is eigenlijk een soort van
kringgesprek waarin we verschillende onderwerpen aanslaan, zodat ik nog beter inzicht kan krijgen in de
werking van het Roze Stadsdop én zodat jullie je mening/de gang van zaken nog beter aan mij kunnen
toelichten dan dat dit via papier zou kunnen. Met behulp van de focusgroep hoop ik dus meer ‘inside’
informatie te krijgen over de werking van Roze Stadsdorp om zo mijn onderzoek vollediger te maken.
Voor jullie ligt een blaadje waarin grofweg staat beschreven welke onderwerpen tijdens deze focus-groep
aan bod komen. Dit kunnen jullie nu even rustig doorlezen, zodat jullie je alvast kunnen voorbereiden om
deze onderwerpen.
*Korte tijd om dit blaadje te lezen*
M: Heeft iedereen het gelezen? Dan kunnen we nu van start gaan. We beginnen met het eerste kopje
waarin jullie je kunnen voorstellen. Dus wie ben je, welke buurgroep leid je en wat doen jullie zoal met
de buurgroep. Wil jij beginnen?
A: Uiteraard! Ik ben Annemarie de Koning en ik doe de buurtgroep in Oost. Waar we nu mee bezig zijn
is eigenlijk te vragen aan de mensen die komen; wat vinden jullie leuk om te doen? En tot nu toe hebben
we een paar keer gezorgd voor eten en drinken. Dat begint dan aan het eind van de middag tot een uur
of acht en dan komen we bij elkaar. We proberen de mensen bij het samenstellen van het programma te
betrekken zodat het wat meer iets van ons allemaal wordt, en niet alleen van de organisatoren.
F: Ik zit voor de Pijp en de rivierenbuurt als trekker.
M: Jullie wonen ook allemaal in die buurt zelf?
Allen: Ja
F: We hadden de eerste keer 16 mensen. Dat is teruggelopen van 10 naar 8 mensen.
M: Dus jullie begonnen met 16 mensen?
F: Ja in werkelijkheid zijn er wel zo’n 50 leden in de Pijp en de Rivierenbuurt, maar de eerste keer was
de opkomst erg groot en dat waren er inderdaad 16. Vervolgens kwamen er 10, enkelen waren toch niet
zo enthousiast. Kijk er zijn twee poten; het gaat om gezellige dingen doen en elkaar helpen. Maar de
meeste mensen hebben nog geen problemen en het gezellige samen zijn hebben mensen nog niet zo’n
behoefte aan omdat ze al zo veel dingen hebben. Dus er zijn dan maar een heel beperkt aantal mensen
die over blijven. Wat we in het begin gedaan hebben is het praten over een onderwerp. Bijvoorbeeld
over euthanasie en een levenstestament en dat soort ‘leuke’ dingen. Gisteren hebben wij bijvoorbeeld
op een terras gezeten, we zijn ook wel eens naar de film gegaan. Maar de meest succesvolle avond was
het bij elkaar eten. Ik heb mensen op een gegeven moment uitgenodigd bij mij thuis. Dat was net voor
kerstmis, dus we hebben een soort kerstdiner met elkaar gehad. Hierover waren de mensen het meest
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enthousiast. Verder zijn er nog steeds mensen die weggaan. Ook nu met de 7 a 8 mensen die we hebben
zijn er nog steeds een aantal die denken; vind ik dit nu echt leuk en wil ik dit ook echt?
M: Dus er is geen vriendschappelijke klik tussen de mensen?
F: Nee, er is wel sympathie maar de behoefte aan het elkaar regelmatig zien is een tweede.
B: Mijn naam is Bart en ik kom namens Centrum-Oost. Dit is het Oostelijke deel van de binnenstad. Er
zijn drie centrumgroepen in totaal, en ik leid er één van. We zijn vorig voorjaar van start gegaan (april).
M: Dus nu ongeveer 1 jaar?
B: Ja klopt. Op het ogenblik hebben we 32 mensen die te kennen hebben gegeven om mee te willen
doen aan de buurtgroep. Zij hebben zelf actief op papier te kennen gegeven dat ze wilden komen. Een
stuk of tien van hen hebben echter nooit gereageerd om een aanbod vanuit ons.
Wij gaan uit van het begrip nabuurschap, en dat komt pas zodra je elkaar kent. En je leert elkaar kennen
door dingen samen te doen. Nou wat hebben we gedaan, we hebben een wandeling gemaakt dat vond ik
zelf het meest succesvol. Daarbij waren 8 mensen aanwezig. We zijn een aantal keer naar een expositie
geweest, een stuk of drie à vier keer, daarbij waren ongeveer 6 mensen aanwezig gemiddeld. Filmbezoek
dat liep niet, heb het drie keer geprobeerd met films met een roze inhoud maar daar reageerde niemand
op. We hebben nog een soort voorjaarsborrel gehad, maar de locatie daarbij was niet echt geschikt want
het was lawaaierig. Maar toch waren er 6 mensen. Daarnaast heb ik nog een wandeling geprobeerd,
maar daarop kreeg ik maar 1.5 reactie.
M: Dus het loopt ook stroefjes dan?
B: Ja je moet gewoon van bovenaf initiatief nemen maar er komt weinig vanuit onderaf.
M: Dus als ik het goed begrijp; als u het zelf organiseert is het lastiger dan vanuit het overkoepelende
Roze Stadsdorp?
B; Ja er komt gewoon überhaupt niks vanuit onderaf. En als ik als contactpersoon iets probeer, dan is
de hoeveelheid reacties wisselend. Net wat Frans zei.
G: Hoe veel mensen komen er gemiddeld?
B: Nou zeker minder dan 10. Behalve bij de eerste buurtvergadering, toen kwamen er een stuk of 16.
Ja het is gewoon lastig om mensen bij elkaar te krijgen. Het zijn allemaal actieve mensen dus de mensen
hebben weinig tijd. Er is ook een mevrouw die om medische redenen nooit aanwezig kan zijn, ze kan
geen vaste afspraken maken. Nou dat zijn juist de mensen voor wie je iets kan betekenen, maar goed als
je elkaar niet kent. Ik ben zelf een keer op bezoek geweest, maar dat was het ook eigenlijk.
M: Oké, bedankt.
P: Ik ben Peter. Ik ben coördinator vanuit Amsterdam Noord en Landsmeer. In totaal zijn er 24 mensen
op papier. Het grootste aantal mensen wat ooit op is komen dagen is 16 bij de oprichting, en een keer
12 mensen bij een andere activiteit. We hebben wel eens een wandeling gedaan door Noord, dat was
druk en leuk. Ook een keer hebben we een diner gedaan bij iemand thuis. Daarnaast hebben we een
barbecue gedaan maar daar konden maar drie mensen, dus hebben we het uiteindelijk gecanceld. Pas
geleden heeft een van onze leden zelf voorgesteld een lunch te organiseren, daarbij kwamen acht of
negen mensen en dat was hartstikke leuk. Dus er kwam een initiatief vanuit onze groep, erg leuk. En
pasgeleden hoorde ik ook van een van mijn mede coördinatoren dat mensen niet echt weten wat er
georganiseerd wordt, en daar hebben we dan ook binnenkort een vergadering over.
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M: Dus jullie vergaderen ook hoe je alles het beste in kan delen en hoe je mensen kan informeren?
P: Ja. Daarnaast streven we er ook naar om elke twee maanden iets te doen, maar als dit tijdsbestek
verloopt dan zegt niemand er ook wat van. Dat is wel jammer…
M: Oké duidelijk, dankjewel.
E: Ik ben Ellekari en ben coordinator van Buitenveldert en de Bijlmer. Bij ons loopt het redelijk slecht.
Er zijn 10 mensen op papier. Ik heb ze twee keer thuis gehad, we zijn daar twee keer wezen eten. En we
zijn twee keer elders geweest. Maar verder is er nog weinig opgezet en komt er weinig vanuit de groep
los .
G: In Buitenveldert is er natuurlijk ook een groep.
E: Ja maar daar is niet iedereen lid van, maar sommigen wel inderdaad.
M: Maar al met al ook lastig om iedereen bij elkaar te krijgen?
E: Ja dat klopt.
I: Ik zal hier nog even op aansluiten, want Gert en ik zitten ook samen in een buurtgroep. Wij zitten
samen in Zuid. Op onze lijst staan denk ik zo’n 30 à 35 mensen. Met zijn drieën proberen we activiteiten
te bedenken. We hebben een aantal dingen gedaan; een keer een wandeling, soms een fietstocht, elkaar
leren kennen in een buurtcentrum. In het begin werd het goed bezocht, maar het loopt toch redelijk terug.
We hebben nu afgesproken om een jaar lang om de zes weken samen te eten. Er wordt dan zelf gekookt,
dus de ene doet het hoofgerecht, de andere het voorgerecht en de laatste het toetje. En daar komen vaak
zo’n 12 à 13 mensen op af, altijd een vast clubje. Dus dat betekent dat er vaak zo’n 20 mensen niet
komen. Maar het is wel erg gezellig altijd.
OO: Ik coördineer KNSM eiland en omstreken. Wij hebben ongeveer 70 leden en zijn denk ik een van
de grootsten. Wij spreken af op een vaste avond elke maand. De laatste donderdag in de maand hebben
we dat, is ook op een vaste plaats in een soort eetcafe/koffiehuis. Die meneer van het café is ook deel
van de groep, en die vindt het ook erg leuk. Na 8 uur komen er ook geen klanten meer, dus hij blijft dan
open voor ons. De opkomst wisselt, gemiddeld denk ik een man of 8 à 9. Maar het wisselt heel erg. Het
zijn steeds ook andere gezichten, dus het is nogal lastig. Soms komen mensen wel terug, anderen niet.
Sommigen willen ook dat het vaker wordt georganiseerd, die vinden het te weinig. Want als ze
bijvoorbeeld twee keer niet kunnen afspreken, dan hebben ze elkaar drie maanden niet gezien. In zo’n
geval is het moeilijk om kennis te maken met iemand. Er zijn wel mensen die het graag willen. Verder
wordt er wel zo nu en dan naar de film gegaan en we zijn bezig om iedereen te vragen of ze in een
centrale whatsappgroep willen. Dus als iemand dan bijvoorbeeld naar de film wilt, dan kunnen ze dat
daarop vragen. Maar vanuit de mensen zelf komt ook helemaal niks. De plek waar wij samen komen is
ook fijn en de mensen vinden het ook oké daar. Maar goed, het is nogal dubbel. Sommigen hebben
bijvoorbeeld heel erg de behoefte aan contact, maar blijven dan weg omdat ze dit contact niet krijgen.
G: Wat krijgen ze niet?
OO: De frequentie en de aandacht om iemand te leren kennen, omdat het groepje mensen dat de
activiteiten bezoek altijd wisselt. Om deze reden is het ook lastiger om nabuurschap na te streven, je ziet
elkaar daar gewoon te weinig voor.
Allen: Velen knikken instemmend of zeggen dat dit bij hen ook enigszins het geval is.
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M: Ik heb zelf een opzetje gemaakt van de dingen die ik met jullie wil bespreken. Dat gaat zowel over de
buurtgroepen als over de centrale activiteiten. Want ik neem aan dat jullie die ook wel eens bezoeken. Ik
deel deze vragen even aan jullie uit zodat je het vast een beetje door kan lezen en erover kan nadenken.
OO: Is het de bedoeling dat we die invullen of gaan we dit bespreken?
M: Nee dat gaan we bespreken in de groep en iedereen kan toevoegen wat hij of zij wilt. Ik wil eigenlijk
beginnen met wat algemene vragen, dus wat Roze Stadsdorp voor jullie betekent, waarom jullie bij Roze
Stadsdorp zijn gegaan, is de organisatie een oplossing voor het verminderen van de eenzaamheid van
mensen en of mensen zich prettig voelen bij activiteiten.
F: Dan ga ik mijn verhaal over de citroenen weer vertellen, haha. Ik was op een gegeven moment ziek,
ik kon mijn huis niet uit en ik had geen citroenen in huis maar had hier wel behoefte aan. Toen dacht ik
bij mezelf; ik ga eens een vriend opbellen, dat was Fons en die woont in Buitenveldert. En hij zei; dat is
goed, maar ik kom morgen want ik heb vandaag geen tijd. Dus toch dacht ik dat schiet natuurlijk ook
niet op. Dus via een andere manier ben ik erachter gekomen dat er een stadsdorp was in de Pijp. Daar
werd mij weer verteld dat er ook een Roze en stadsdorp is en toen dacht ik; dat is iets voor mij! Dus ik
ben nu lid van het algemene stadsdorp in de Pijp, en nu ben ik dus ook lid van dit Roze Stadsdorp.
Sindsdien ben ik niet meer ziek geweest haha, maar in de toekomst is het uiteraard wel handig. Oh
trouwens, Paula heeft wel een keer boodschappen voor me gedaan toen er iets met me aan de hand was.
Zij is mijn medekartrekker. Dus het stadsdorp is daar dus wel degelijk handig voor.
M: Is het voor anderen een soort gelijke reden, of heeft iemand het anders ervaren waarom hij bij het
stadsdorp is gegaan.
P: Nou ja wel mede voor de toekomst inderdaad. Stel dat je in een vervelende situatie zit is het wel
handig. Als je sociaal netwerk op den duur weg valt moet je het wel op een andere manier weer
opbouwen en daar is dit stadsdorp dan wel handig voor.
M: Hoe ben je erbij gekomen?
P: Ook via een normaal stadsdorp. En enkele maanden later hoorde ik van dit stadsdorp dus zodoende.
M: En waarom heb je eerst voor het andere stadsdorp gekozen?
P: Omdat ik daar eerder van gehoord had. Ik had nog niks over een Roze Stadsdorp vernomen.
M: Oké, dus jullie werden eerst lid van een regulier stadsdorp waarna jullie toch de keuze hebben
gemaakt om bij dit Roze Stadsdorp te gaan?
OO: Nou die algemene waren er ook veel eerder, vandaar. Want het Roze Stadsdorp is in 2015 opgericht
terwijl de reguliere stadsdorpen toen al 2 jaar bestonden.
M: Hebben die dan ook meer naamsbekendheid?
OO: Nee ook niet per se. Het is toch vaak via via en ik spreek regelmatig mensen over het stadsdorp
aan, maar dan kennen ze het toch niet.
M: Oké. Nog iemand die hierover iets wilt zeggen?
A: Ja, ik ben een keer bij een borrel van het Roze Stadsdorp geweest.
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M: Had je dit via via gehoord?
A: Ja via een vriendin. En daar ben ik ook heel hartelijk en persoonlijk ontvangen. Daarna dacht ik
echter; wat doe ik hier eigenlijk? Want ik raakte tot niet echt aan de praat met iemand. Daarna ben ik
dus niet meer gekomen. Tot dat Ineke mij een keer benaderde omdat ik in mijn persoonlijk profiel bij
de aanmelding had gezegd dat ik goed was in organiseren. Zij had mij toen gevraagd om te helpen met
het oprichten van een bestuur. Ik ben niet in het bestuur gedaan, maar heb daardoor veel meer mensen
leren kennen en ben daardoor ook vaker naar activiteiten gegaan omdat ik meer aanspraak had.
OO: Ja ik snap het. Die borrel is ook heel massief, daar komen zo’n 70 of 80 mensen op af. En daar
verdwaal je dus als je weinig mensen daar kent. Dit kan mensen ervan weerhouden om naar activiteiten
te gaan.
M: Is het dan lastig om aansluiting te vinden?
I: Ja zeker, het is lastig om ergens bij te gaan staan als mensen elkaar al kennen.
E: Ik ben er eigenlijk bij gekomen via de tennisclub. Heel veel van de mensen van de Roze tennisclub
zijn lid van Roze stadsdorp. Toen ben ik dus ook een keer naar de borrels gegaan. En eenmaal daar was
het ook wel makkelijk voor mij, omdat ik al wat mensen kende. Later ben ik ook een buurtgroep gaan
aansturen. Maar goed voor mij was het dus heel gemakkelijk om erbij te komen omdat ik al zo veel
mensen kende.
M: En zijn het volgens jullie een bepaald type mensen die bij het Roze Stadsdorp gaan?
B: Nou ja homoseksuele mensen hè.
M: Dat snap ik maar ik bedoel meer mensen met een bepaalde identiteit.
F: Ja ik denk dat veel mensen hoog opgeleid zijn. Bij mijn groep in de Pijp is dat in ieder geval; iedereen
is wit en hoog opgeleid.
G: Nou het is niet zo dat er geen mensen met een lage opleiding zijn, maar het overgrote merendeel is
wel hoog opgeleid.
M: En dan hebben we het over universiteit of HBO ?
G: Ja dat klopt.
M: Merken jullie dat de mensen die lager opgeleid zijn ook eerder buiten de boort vallen?
Allen: Nou ik ken geen lager opgeleiden bij Roze Stadsdorp eigenlijk?
A: Nou je kent mij toch? Ik ben onder deze definitie lager opgeleid.
G: Bij mij in de buurtgroep zitten er ook wel een paar, maar ze komen niet naar de centrale activiteiten
F: Nou bij mij zitten ze wel in de buurtgroep maar ze komen niet naar de buurtgroep activiteiten.
M: Oké, dus ze komen inderdaad minder vaak op activiteiten af?
Allen: Ja dat zeker.
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M: Maar de echte essentie voor mensen om lid te worden, is dat dan ook om op latere leeftijd hulp te
krijgen bij bepaalde zaken of meer voor gezelligheid.
F: Ja ik denk de meesten wel voor hulp voor later.
I: En het actief blijven, dingen blijven doen is voor mij ook wel belangrijk. Dus je netwerk blijven
uitbreiden. Ik doe vaak consulten voor mensen van een vrijwillig levenseinde en bij hen zie je dat zij
gewoon vaak geen netwerk hebben. Dus als je vanaf je zestigste niet actief je netwerk opbouwt, dan
raak je het op een gegeven moment gewoon kwijt. Zelfs als je veel mensen hebt op je zestigste.
M: Denk je dat het Roze Stadsdorp hierbij kan helpen. Dat het netwerk uitbreidend werkt en dat je hulp
voor later kan vinden.
Allen: Voor ons wel ja.
M: Maar voor de minder zichtbare leden?
I: Nou voordat ik hieraan begon had ik al veel mensen om me heen, maar nu door dit initiatief zijn er
toch mensen bij gekomen waarop ik kan terugvallen. Ook mensen in mijn buurt bijvoorbeeld. Ja ik vind
wel dat het Roze Stadsdorp daaraan bijdraagt, al kan ik dit natuurlijk niet voor alle 700 leden
beantwoorden.
M: Dus het bevordert contacten, je creëert vrienden en kennissen?
P: Ja bij mij in Noord is dat ook wel echt zo. Ik vind het wat dat betreft wel goed gaan.
M: Zijn mensen wel bereid om elkaar te helpen dan?
I: Nou ik heb het gevoel dat 80 à 90% van de mensen nog redelijk vitaal is, ongeacht de leeftijd. Als we
kijken naar over tien jaar, dan zouden we wellicht veel meer vraag hebben naar hulp maar nu is dat voor
de meerderheid nog niet nodig.
P: Ja ik ken nu ook iemand die is afgehaakt omdat ze niet mobiel is en geen internet heeft. Nou zij zou
juist die vragen moeten stellen bij Roze Stadsdorp.
M: Aha. Dus zij wilde jullie niet tot last zijn en is daardoor afgehaakt?
P: Ja precies. En vooral ook dat internet was een probleem, omdat alles bij ons via de e-mail gaat. Nou
en daarnaast is ze niet mobiel, dus ze kan uit zichzelf niet komen.
Allen: Dit is juist iemand die het nodig heeft he…
I: Ja ik denk dat gedigitaliseerd zijn wel echt een eis is. We hadden ongeveer twee mensen die geen
internet hebben, bijvoorbeeld. Ja, voor ons is het heel lastig om ze erbij te betrekken.
P: Ja ik verstuur soms wel eens iets via de post hoor naar mensen van de buurtgroep maar goed
digitalisering is wel echt belangrijk inderdaad.
I: Ja bijvoorbeeld de nieuwsbrief is ook digitaal en niet op papier. Maar die doen we wel eens bij mensen
in de bus ook hoor, wanneer dit nodig is.
En wat ook nog iets is. Het vragen om hulp is gewoon zo moeilijk voor iedereen. Om überhaupt iets
kleins en groots te vragen. Maar dit geldt voor alle stadsdorpen hoor, de vraagverlegenheid.
F: Kunnen we dan geen training omtrent ‘vragen’ geven?
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I: Nou dat klinkt misschien gek maar het is niet eens zo’n gek idee. Het is in ieder geval iets waar we
over na moeten denken of moeten bespreken met leden. Ik hoorde laatst bij een bijeenkomst van het
algemene stadsdorp en dat ging over zorgen en wonen. Ze hadden daar een methodiek waarin ze de
vraag stelden; wat is de belangrijkste vraag voor jou als je ouder wordt? Voor de ene was het wonen, de
andere zei iets over contact, de andere weer iets over zorg. Nou op zo’n moment begint het te leven in
de groep als iedereen gaat bedenken waar je vragen zouden gaan liggen. Dus ja, ik denk dat het zeker
belangrijk kan zijn om bewustwording te creëren bij mensen.
OO: Wij hebben ook aangeboden aan senioren die bij elkaar leven om iets samen te gaan doen. We
willen namelijk graag mensen helpen, maar we hebben momenteel geen mensen om te helpen.
M: Dat zijn niet per se Roze ouderen, gewoon bij algemene bejaardentehuizen dan?
OO: Ja klopt, maar uiteindelijk willen we wel roze mensen helpen. En we willen iets voor ze doen, al is
het met ze praten of bijvoorbeeld boodschappen doen. Maar wat ik wil zeggen is dat er dus wel
bereidheid is om te helpen.
M: En hoe hebben jullie dit aangepakt, hoe hebben jullie deze mensen gevonden?
OO: Ja we zijn eigenlijk gewoon langs gegaan, hebben gezegd dat we er zijn. We hebben het in de
nieuwsbrief gezet bij seniorencomplexen. Op die manier eigenlijk.
M: Gaan mensen hierop in?
OO: Nee, we hebben nog geen reacties gehad. Ik ben tweemaal langs geweest bij een van de
seniorencomplexen maar er waren geen aanvragen. Simon (een andere persoon die hem helpt) heeft het
gevraagd bij een ander complex.
M: Maar weten jullie wel dat daar roze ouderen zitten dan?
OO: Ja ja dat wel degelijk. Tenminste dat verwacht ik wel… Maar ik denk dat het hier ook wederom
weer te maken heeft met verlegenheid, mensen die ze niet kennen en zo.
M: Goed ik wil even overstappen naar een ander onderwerp nu. Dat is puntje drie. Hoe denken jullie dat
het Roze Stadsdorp continuïteit creëert? Waarom blijven mensen activiteiten bezoeken?
P: Ik organiseer dus wandelingen. En daar zijn mensen enthousiast over, het wordt steeds groter. En we
gaan de laatste tijd, samen met Bart trouwens, wel vaak met 15 mensen gemiddeld wandelen. Dus dat
is wel aardig.
M: Is het dan hoe vaker je het organiseert, hoe meer mensen bereid zijn om te komen? Of waar ligt dit
succes volgen jullie aan?
P: Nou we doen dit nu twee a drie maal per maand dus wellicht wel. De oudere garde wandelt graag, er
wordt tijdens het wandelen veel gepraat en mensen zoeken vaak gezelligheid. En er is ook veel behoefte
om in een rustigere omgeving te zijn in plaats van in de stad.
M: Is het bij iedereen zo dat een bepaalde activiteit succesvoller wordt wanneer het frequenter
georganiseerd wordt?
I: Nou de filmclub is inmiddels ook behoorlijk groot qua ledenlijst. En daar komen ook steeds meer
mensen op af. We bieden verschillende films aan op hetzelfde moment en naderhand gaan we wat
drinken. De club wordt ook steeds groter.
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M: Oké, leuk. Maar wat is nu de reden dat mensen, en dan niet per se jullie, vaker op activiteiten
afkomen? Wordt de stap kleiner naarmate het frequent georganiseerd wordt?
I: Nou ik hoorde gewoon dat ze het gezellig vinden, en dan een volgende keer ook weer gaan.
B: Ja en ook wel het feit dat het op een vaste dag georganiseerd wordt. Als je weet dat elke 1e en 3e
zondag van de maand het wandelen wordt georganiseerd, dan kan je daar rekening mee houden.
M: Dus het vooraf plannen eigenlijk?
Allen: Ja inderdaad. Vaste data en ook leuke activiteiten organiseren.
OO: Ja inderdaad dat merk ik ook in de buurtgroep, dat het belangrijk is om een vast moment af te
spreken.
M: En hoe is dit bij jullie?
A: Nou bij ons in de nieuwe formatie van Oost hebben we een paar keer een buffet georganiseerd. En
we zagen dat bepaalde mensen daardoor niet terug kwamen, vaak omdat ze dan net naast iemand zitten
waar het bijvoorbeeld niet mee klikt.
G: Inderdaad, als je naar een activiteit komt en je zit net naast iemand waar het niet mee klikt, ja dat is
dan zonde en dan blijven mensen weg. Wij doen nu dan ook een vaste roulatie van plaatsen bijvoorbeeld.
A: Ja en wij hebben nu ook een grote variëteit in leeftijd wat ook nogal meespeelt. Ons oudste lid is 92,
maar de jongste is 55. Dus is er zit nogal een verschil in leeftijd maar ook in vitaliteit. Dus wij spreken
dan ook vaak op plekken thuis af bij mensen, en dan in huizen die goed toegankelijk zijn. Dus die
bijvoorbeeld een lift hebben.
M: Dat kan dus een grote issue zijn, de mobiliteit van mensen en het leeftijdsverschil?
A: Nou we zorgen ervoor dat we op handige locaties zitten. Dus het komt er dan op neer dat we in Oost
onze bijeenkomsten gaan houden bij een vaste drie à vier mensen. Want sommigen wonen op drie hoog
met alleen trappen en geen lift, daar kan het voor een aantal dan niet.
M: Goed dan wil ik gaan naar een volgend puntje. Hoe worden mensen met verschillende achtergronden
betrokken bij activiteiten? Dan doel ik op bijvoorbeeld mensen met een taalbarrière of migranten, of
mensen die bijvoorbeeld iets lager opgeleid zijn, of mensen die nog enigszins in de kast zitten of zich
minder comfortabel voelen bij hun seksualiteit?
G: Ja die komen niet.
B: Die vallen toch meer buiten de boort.
I: Ja we hebben het nu vooral gegooid op; mensen komen of ze komen niet. Als mensen zich
bijvoorbeeld opgeven en ze gaan een keer naar een borrel of buurtgroep en denken; nou dit is het toch
niet iets voor ons. Ja dan zie je ze nooit, en dan weten we het ook nooit. Ik ben wel een keer gebeld door
iemand, die had ernstige psychische klachten. Ik ben ook een keer bij hem langs geweest, en heb hem
dan ook doorverwezen naar de buurtgroep. Daarna ging het weer wat slechter en wilde hij weer minder
contact, maar ze hadden in ieder geval contact met elkaar gehad. En als het weer beter zou gaan, zou hij
weer contact opnemen. Maar dit was omdat hij zelf een signaal afgaf dat hij wel wilde, maar dat hij het
te eng vond. En dan kunnen we de mensen wel meer begeleiden natuurlijk, omdat hij het aangaf. Maar
dit is de enige keer waarvan ik weet dat iemand zei; nou ik heb hulp nodig bij het creëren van contacten
binnen het stadsdorp.
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M: Oké. Dus mensen moeten het aangeven wanneer zij het moeilijk vinden om contact te maken op
activiteiten, wanneer ze dit niet doen dan weten jullie ook niet dat er iets aan de hand is. Klopt dit zoals
ik het zeg?
I: Ja precies, klopt.
M: En anderen, hoe kijken jullie hier tegenaan?
OO: Ik heb niet echt het idee dat we mensen hebben die nog niet uit de kast zijn of zich oncomfortabel
voelen bij hun seksualiteit.
I: Nee, die sluiten zich ook minder snel aan bij het stadsdorp hoor. Ik denk dat we wel mensen hebben
die zich minder thuis voelen, de drempel te hoog vinden om vaak te gaan en zo. Kijk het is fijn dat er
zo’n 80 à 90 mensen op de borrel komen, maar goed we hebben 800 mensen op papier dus velen blijven
ook thuis.
Allen: Nou maar dat is toch wel een nette opkomst.
I: Ja het is wel netjes, maar 90% blijft toch thuis zitten terwijl ze waarschijnlijk wel behoefte hebben
aan het contact want anders geef je je niet op voor het Stadsdorp. En deze mensen blijven onzichtbaar.
M: En willen jullie die mensen niet juist betrekken, die 90%?
I: Ja wel, maar dat is zo lastig. Het probleem is dat je ze moet kennen en zien en anders kun je er zo
weinig aan doen. En we krijgen ook geen signalen van mensen van; hee ga daar eens achteraan want
deze persoon ziet problemen.
M: En mensen met migrantenachtergronden of met taalbarrières, zijn die ook aanwezig binnen het
Stadsdorp?
Allen: Nou migranten zijn er wel, maar die zijn gewoon taalvaardig dus dat is geen probleem. Mensen
met taalbarrières hebben we überhaupt niet.
B: Ja en als er migranten zijn, dan zijn het er twee of drie. Het zijn er gewoon erg weinig.
I: Ja, sommigen hebben een partner met een migranten achtergrond, maar verder is hier eigenlijk geen
sprake van.
M: Maar opleidingsniveau zou dus wel een issue kunnen zijn? Daar hadden we het al een beetje over
gehad. Maar jullie hebben nog niet actief meegemaakt of gehoord dat zij minder aansluiting vinden?
I: Nee, je hebt er gewoon zo weinig zicht op. Ik hoop dat dit wellicht via de enquête naar boven komt
vanuit mensen, dat ze het lastig vinden of zich niet thuis voelen. Dan kunnen we wat doen. Maar goed
je hoort er niks van. Ik heb namelijk wel eens mensen gezien op de borrel die er na enkele tijd weer
tussenuit knepen. Dus mensen voelen zich waarschijnlijk wel eens oncomfortabel, maar je hoort het niet
van ze.
M: Nog even enkele vragen over de centrale activiteiten zoals de borrel. Welke activiteiten zijn volgens
jullie het meest succesvol? Waar komen de meeste mensen op af?
A: Ik zit in de groep die de lezingen organiseert. Dat loopt goed.
B: Hoe veel mensen komen daar?
A: Nou het minste is zo’n 20, en het meeste was ongeveer 45 man. Dus redelijk veel.
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I: Ja, de film ook. En het poolen ook wel, maar dat is altijd een vast groepje net zoals bij het bridgen.
Oh, en de thema bijeenkomsten zijn een paar keer per jaar rond bepaalde onderwerpen, en die worden
ook erg goed bezocht. Maar goed vaak zijn het wederom wel vaste groepjes die erop af komen.
M: Oké, en dat zijn de meest bezochte activiteiten dan?
I: Ja en de borrel uiteraard. Dat wordt ook altijd goed bezocht zoals je nu ook ziet.
M: En welke soort activiteiten zouden er nog bij moeten komen om meer mensen te trekken richting jullie
organisatie?
I: Nou fietsen. Daar is wel eens iemand mee bezig geweest, maar dat komt niet echt van de grond, wat
ik niet echt snap. Maar goed al deze activiteiten worden niet centraal georganiseerd, behalve dan de
lezingen en de borrel, die zijn eigenlijk geïnitieerd door mensen. Als mensen bijvoorbeeld zeggen; ik
wil poolen. Dan zet je dit in de nieuwsbrief en kijk je hoeveel mensen interesse hebben. Dus iemand die
iets wilt en bijvoorbeeld een breigroepje wilt starten, die zet in de nieuwsbrief waar en wanneer hij of
zij dit wilt doen en dan komen er mensen op af of niet. Zo gaat het in zijn werk eigenlijk.
M: Gebeurt dit ook, dat mensen dit voorstellen?
I: Nou af en toe wel. Bijvoorbeeld met de museumgroep. Iemand initieerde dat en toen was het er ineens.
Maar het gebeurt niet erg vaak hoor.
M: En nog even over de buurtgroepen. Is daar nog een bepaalde activiteit voor dat mist?
B: Ja iets creatiefs bijvoorbeeld. Kleien, schilderen dat soort dingen.
Allen: Ja inderdaad! Dat is er nog niet echt.
I: Nou, be my guest!
M: Zouden zulke activiteiten aanslaan.
Allen: Ja denk ik wel!
I: Heel veel stadsdorpen hebben ook leesclubs, dat hebben wij ook niet.
M: En qua buurtgroepen, zijn er succesvollere buurtgroepen dan anderen en zo ja wat is dan de reden
daarvoor? Hebben jullie daar een idee van?
P: Haha nou iedere groep vindt zichzelf succesvol.
M: Ja maar springt er geen buurtgroep bovenuit?
G: Centrum was erg succesvol, maar nu ook niet echt meer.
M: Dus geen een springt erboven uit?
Allen: Nee hoor, alles ligt een beetje op hetzelfde niveau.
OO: Ja de meesten lopen redelijk moeizaam. Er komen overal meestal tussen de 7 en 8 mensen, denk
ik.
I: Nou bij ons vaak wel 11 à 12.
P: Dan is die wel erg succesvol hoor!
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M: Maar over het algemeen is er weinig verschil, als ik het goed verneem?
Goed ik heb nog twee à drie vragen, is daar nog aandacht voor?
*Gemixte reacties, aandacht valt enigszins weg i.v.m. de drukker wordende borrel*
M: Is er volgens jullie een reden waarom er naar sommige buurtgroepen minder mensen gaan?
I: Nou ik denk, met name de mensen die nog in het werkproces zitten, dat mensen zichzelf wel opgeven
maar nog niet echt behoefte hebben aan de buurtgroep.
B: Ja mensen reageren gewoon niet. Het is gewoon zo lastig.
I: Nou ik heb wel een keer een belrondje geprobeerd. Maar van velen hebben we ook niet het
telefoonnummer dus dat werkt dan ook weer niet…
F: Ja velen houden ook niet van die wervingstelefoontjes. Daarbij zijn velen niet thuis etc.
G: Oké dus je wilt niet gebeld worden over dergelijke zaken?
F: Nee dat lijkt me niet fijn inderdaad. Vooral niet met de vraag; waarom kom je niet?
I: Nou ik denk dat de meesten he niet heel erg vinden hoor… Ik bedoel ze geven zichzelf ergens voor
op, dan vind ik het best normaal om op te bellen met de vraag of ze nog interesse hebben.
P: Nou ze hebben zich alleen opgegeven voor het Stadsdorp, niet voor de buurtgroep.
I: bij het begin krijgen mensen de informatie dat hun adres wordt doorgegeven aan de buurtgroep, en als
ze dat niet willen kunnen ze dit doorgeven. Dus ze zijn er wel van op de hoogte.
*I.v.m. toenemende rumoerigheid en de lagere concentratieboog van de deelnemers; besloten om nu
erg snel door de resterende vragen te gaan*
M: Dus even nog over mobiliteit? Daar hebben jullie geen zicht op?
F: Nee, en het is ook lastig. We maken daar ook geen afspraken daarover omdat we simpelweg geen
zich hebben op de mensen die minder mobiel zijn. Of ze komen niet of ze geven het niet aan. Plus het
is ook niet zo dat ze gehaald en gebracht moeten worden hoor. Ik ken trouwens wel een iemand die wel
naar de borrels komt na de wandelingen, maar dan niet mee doet met de wandelingen.
OO: Ja zo’n iemand hebben wij ook. Die komt dan met de rollator.
M: Dus ze komen dan wel, maar enkel naar activiteiten waar ze echt naartoe kunnen?
A: Ja dat klopt. Ik heb ook twee mensen in mijn buurtgroep. Ik heb wel eens gevraagd ze op te halen
voor activiteiten, maar dat wilden ze dan ook niet. Dus ja….
F: Ja en mensen kennen elkaar te weinig om iets voor elkaar te betekenen op dat front. Het probleem is
niet dat ze slecht te been zijn, maar dat ze het niet aangeven en dat mensen elkaar niet genoeg kennen
om dit überhaupt aan te geven aan elkaar.
M: En hoe zit het met de naamsbekendheid van Roze Stadsdorp?
B: Nou ik heb er ook gewoon een keer van gehoord, dus waarom zouden anderen er dan niet van gehoord
hebben.
E: Ja klopt. Plus het is wellicht ook wel slim om wat meer te adverteren in bijvoorbeeld buurtkrantjes
om naamsbekendheid te creëren.
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I: Ja en mensen die naar iets als Roze Stadsdorp op zoek zijn, die vinden het denk ik wel via het internet
G: Zijn de pinkborrels dan bekender onder de mensen?
OO: Die gaan op postcode gebied, dus dat is wellicht ook anders…
M: Dus er is zichtbaarheid wanneer mensen ernaar op zoek gaan, maar er zou nog wat gedaan kunnen
worden aan extra zichtbaarheid en het bekender maken van het Stadsdorp?
Allen: Ja dat is inderdaad waar.
M: Oké, dit was de laatste vraag. Ik wil jullie ten eerste bedanken voor jullie deelname! Willen mensen
eventueel nog iets vragen of toevoegen aan wat er zojuist besproken is?
*Niemand heeft iets te vragen of toe te voegen*
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2. Format of questionnaire A
Questionnaire for the members of Roze Stasdsdorp
Evaluatie van het Roze Stadsdorp
Beste lezer,
Bedankt dat u deze evaluatie over de tevredenheid met het Roze Stadsdorp wilt invullen! Het doel van
deze vragenlijst is erachter te komen hoe de leden het Roze Stadsdorp beoordelen en op welke manier
gewenste
verbeteringen
kunnen
plaatsvinden.
In deze vragenlijst worden eerst enkele achtergrondvragen gesteld. Daarna volgen vragen over uw
ervaringen met het Roze Stadsdorp. De antwoorden worden anoniem verwerkt en zijn dus niet naar u
herleidbaar. Het invullen van vragenlijst duurt ongeveer 5-10 minuten.
Eerst zullen wij u enkele achtergrondvragen stellen
1.
o
o
o
o

Wat is uw geslacht?
Vrouw
Man
Ik identificeer mij met (geen van) beide geslachten
Wil niet zeggen

2. Wat is uw leeftijd?

3.
o
o
o

Wat is uw hoogst genoten opleidingsniveau?
Lagere school
Middelbare school of Middelbaar beroeps onderwijs
HBO/Universiteit

4.
o
o
o
o

In hoeverre kunt u financieel rondkomen?
Zeer goed
Goed
Redelijk
Moeilijk

5.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

In wat voor huishouden leeft u?
Alleenstaande
Alleenstaande met uitwonende kind(eren)
Alleenstaande met thuiswonende kind(eren)
Tweepersoons huishouden
Tweepersoons huishouden met uitwonende kind(eren)
Tweepersoons huishouden met thuiswonende kinderen
Anders
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6. Wat is de voornaamste reden dat u lid bent geworden van het Roze Stadsdorp?
o Ik heb interesse in het ontmoeten van andere LGBT-ouderen
o Omdat ik mijn sociaal netwerk wil uitbreiden
o Vrienden/kennissen zijn al lid van het Roze Stadsdorp
o Om een partner te vinden
o Anders,
namelijk………………………………………………………………………………………
……………….
7.




Hoe vaak bezoekt u een activiteit van het Roze Stadsdorp
Ongeveer 1x per maand of vaker
Ongeveer 1x per drie maanden of minder
Nooit  naar vraag 8

8. Wat weerhoudt u ervan om deel te nemen aan de activiteiten van het Roze Stadsdorp?

9. Hoe waardeert u de activiteiten van het Roze Stadsdorp?
1 is ‘zeer ontevreden’, 10 is ‘zeer tevreden’
1

2
o

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Niet van toepassing (ik ga nooit naar activiteiten)

Het Roze Stadsdorp heeft een aantal centrale activiteiten (borrel, film, wandelen enz.) Hieronder volgen
enkele vragen over deze activiteiten. Over de buurtgroepen volgen verderop een aantal vragen.
10. Welke centrale activiteiten bezoekt u voornamelijk?
Meerdere antwoorden mogelijk
o Borrels
o Film avonden
o Wandel activiteiten
o Bridgen
o Poolen
o Lezingen
o Themabijeenkomsten
o Dansmiddagen
o Museumbezoeken
o Anders, namelijk……………………………………………………………………
o Geen van deze activiteiten, omdat………………………………………….
 ga naar vraag
13
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11. Voorzien de activiteiten van het Roze Stadsdorp in de behoeften die u heeft? Omcirkel
het juiste antwoord.
1 is ‘zeer ontevreden’, 10 is ‘zeer tevreden’
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

12. Mist u bepaalde activiteiten? Zo ja, welke?
o Nee
o Ja, namelijk…………………………………………………………………………

13. Hoe is het naar uw idee voor nieuwe mensen om aansluiting te vinden binnen het Roze
Stadsdorp?
1
Zeer
moeilijk

2

3
Moeilijk

4
Gemiddeld

5
Makkelijk
makkelijk

Zeer

14. Wat zou het gemakkelijker kunnen maken?

Het Roze Stadsdorp heeft buurtgroepen in de eigen buurt. Hieronder enkele vragen hierover.

15. Is de buurtgroep voor u een belangrijk onderdeel van het aanbod van het Roze Stadsdorp
Amsterdam? Kunt u uw antwoord eventueel kort toelichten.
o Ja,
omdat…………………………………………………………………………………………..
o Nee,
omdat………………………………………………………………………………………..

16. Neemt u deel aan activiteiten van de buurtgroep in uw buurt?
o Ja, soms
o Ja, regelmatig
o Ja, vaak/altijd
o Nee, nooit
 ga naar vraag 21
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17. Welke buurtgroep binnen het Roze Stadsdorp bezoekt u het meest?
 Centrum Oost
 Centrum West
 Grachtengordel oostelijk deel
 KNSM eiland, Zeeburg, Cruqiuseiland en Wittenburg Entrepotdock
 Noord
 Staatsliedenbuurt, Frederik Hendrikbuurt
 Klinkerbuurt en Helmersbuurt
 Bos en Lommer, Oud West, Van Galenbuurt, Overtoomseveld
 Hoofddorpplein
 Nieuw West
 Museumkwartier, Willemsparkbuurt, Apollobuurt en Stadionpleinbuurt
 De Pijp en Rivierenbuurt
 Buitenveldert en Amstelveel
 IJburg, Steigereiland en nieuwe buurt Schellingwouderbrug
 Indische buurt, Amsterdam Oost, Middenmeer
 De Omval, Watergraafsmeer en Betondorp
 Amsterdam Zuidoost (Bijlmer, Venserpolder, Gaasperdam en Driemond)
 Diemen en Duivendrecht

18. Heeft de buurtgroep bijgedragen aan beter contact met uw buren?
(Dus heeft u via het Roze Stadsdorp buurtgenoten beter leren kennen)
o
Ja, ik heb buurtgenoten leren kennen
o
Nee, want……….
o
Ander antwoord,
namelijk……………………………………………………………………………………
……….
19. Hoe beoordeelt u uw buurtgroep? Omcirkel het juiste antwoord.
1 is ‘zeer ontevreden’, 10 is ‘zeer tevreden’
1
o

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Niet van toepassing (ik bezoek geen buurgroep)

20. Heeft u suggesties voor verbeteringen aan uw buurgroep?

21. Indien u niet of niet meer uw buurgroep bezoekt, kunt u dan aangeven waarom u dit niet
(meer) doet?
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Nu volgen nog enkele algemene vragen
22. Maakt u wel eens gebruik van het de rubriek vraag en aanbod (op de website) voor het
aanbieden van hulp of het vragen om hulp?
o Ja, voor het aanbieden van hulp
o Ja, voor het vragen om hulp
o Ja, voor beide
o Nee, ik maak geen gebruik van deze rubriek  ga naar vraag 25

23. Als u wel eens gebruik maakt of gebruik heeft gemaakt van de rubriek vraag en aanbod,
wat was dan uw ervaring hiermee?

24. Kunt u zich voorstellen dat u nu of in de toekomst een beroep gaat doen op uw
buurtgenoten voor eventuele hulpvragen?
o Ja, omdat………………………………………………………………………………………
o Nee,
omdat…………………………………………………………………………………………..

25. Kunt u, in verband met fysieke problemen, sommige activiteiten niet bezoeken?
o Ja, sommige activiteiten kan ik om die reden niet bezoeken
o Nee, dit is niet van toepassing voor mij
 ga naar vraag 27

26. Wat is, naar uw idee, een goede oplossing voor dit probleem?
Korte toelichting:
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Een van de doelen van het Roze Stadsdorp Amsterdam is het vergroten van het sociaal netwerk van de
deelnemers
27. Hoe groot is de invloed van Roze Stadsdorpen op uw sociale netwerk?
Omcirkel het juiste antwoord
1
2
3
4
5
Heel klein
Klein
Middelmatig
Groot
Heel groot

Wilt u in de komende tijd actief worden binnen het Roze Stadsdorp? Als u hier
behoefte aan heeft, laat dan hier uw emailadres achter (het bestuur neemt dan
contact met u op)

Bedankt voor het invullen!
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3. Format of questionnaire B
Questionnaire on name familiarity of Roze Stadsdorp

Vragenlijst naamsbekendheid van het Roze Stadsdorp Amsterdam
Beste lezer,
Bedankt dat u de tijd neemt om deze vragenlijst in te vullen. Het doel van deze vragenlijst is om
erachter te komen in hoeverre roze bewoners van Amsterdam en omstreken bekend zijn met
organisaties die het sociaal netwerk van 50-plussers met een LGBT+ achtergrond proberen te
vergroten. Eerst worden u enkele achtergrondvragen gesteld. Daarna volgen enkele vragen over uw
sociale netwerk en uw behoeftes aan en kennis van LGBT+ ouderenorganisaties in Amsterdam. De
vragenlijst is geheel anoniem, de ingevulde antwoorden zijn dus niet naar u te herleiden. Het invullen
duurt ongeveer 3 minuten.

1. Wat is uw geslacht?
o Vrouw
o Man
o Ik identificeer mij met (geen van) beide geslachten
o Wil niet zeggen
2. Wat is uw leeftijd?

3.
o
o
o

Wat is uw hoogst genoten opleidingsniveau?
Lagere school
Middelbare school of Middelbaar beroeps onderwijs
HBO/Universiteit

4.
o
o
o
o
o

Wat is uw seksuele voorkeur?
Homoseksueel
Lesbisch
Biseksueel
Trans
Anders, namelijk………………………………………………..

5. Beschikt u over een sociaal netwerk dat, naar uw idee, van voldoende grootte is?
o Ja
o Nee
6. Heeft u behoefte aan het ontmoeten van andere 50plussers binnen de LGBT+
gemeenschap?
o Ja
o Nee
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7. Weet u hoe u in contact kunt komen met mensen binnen deze gemeenschap?
o Ja
o Nee
8.
o
o
o
o

Bent u bekend met het Roze Stadsdorp?
Ja, wel eens van gehoord maar ik ben geen lid of ken geen mensen die lid hiervan zijn
Ja, ik ken mensen die dit bezoeken
Ja, ik ben zelf lid
Nee, ik ben hier niet bekend mee.

Bedankt voor het invullen!
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